
By JJ (Jennifer Jupp) , Director

HAVE SAID AND thought the 
words “Eighty Fifth” and seen 
them in my head and on paper as 
“85th” so many times in the past 
year that the number will never 

be the same for me again. The Camp 
Wanapitei 85th Anniversary Celebration 
was nothing short of completely 
fabulous. Two hundred and twenty 
Wanapitei-ers gathered at the Chestnut 
Conference Centre in Toronto on 
Saturday November 19th for an evening 
that could have gone into the hours of 
the next morning had the venue allowed 
the festivities to continue. Everything 
about the evening seemed to have a 
special touch. Centrepieces made of 
wooden “cookies” stamped with our 
logo and complete with a mason jar (of 
course) holding flowers and a little 
candle lantern. Round tables filled with 
friends. Looking at the tables, we could 
see the generations – sometimes even 
the actual V2 trips - of days gone by.  
A Silent Auction beautifully set up with 
remarkably fantastic donated items lit 
by strings of little white lights.  
Programs beautifully designed with the 
perfect Wanapitei feeling and art work.  
And then the evening unfolded. Friends 
saw each other from across the room 
and rushed to embrace. Years of 
absence melted away as people got 
caught up and also reminisced about the 

most important time of 
their lives – the time spent 
travelling lakes and rivers 
together with Camp 
Wanapitei.  Speeches were 
heartfelt – everyone in the 
room could relate to 
powerful accounts of the 
importance and impact of 
the Wanapitei experience. 
Recent growth and success 
was celebrated. A moving 
tribute to Bruce (now 85 
years old himself) and 
Carol Hodgins was perfect. 
The Silent Auction was 
buzzing throughout the 
night and brought in 
needed dollars towards 
Wanapitei’s Capital 
Improvement Campaign. And then the 
square dance!!! With a Wanapitei band 
that spanned several generations and a 
professional Wanapitei alumnus caller, 
we could have danced all night. In the 
days that followed November 19th, the 
accolades were flowing into the camp 
office. We were all on the best high – a 
natural high that comes from working 
hard and pulling something off that 
brought joy to others. And as others 
mention in this edition of the Paddler, 
our 85th celebration was an affirmation 
of the spirit, warmth, and longevity of 
the Wanapitei Community at large.  
What a night!

   Eighty-five – that’s a lot of years.  
Think about what’s happened in the 
world in the past 85 years. Neil 
Armstrong on the moon, Martin Luther 
King’s dream, A World War, Terry Fox’s 
heroism, King George VI to Queen 
Elizabeth II, the World Wide Web.  
It’s fun to think that through all those 
years, every single summer, campers and 
staff members from Camp Wanapitei 
were traveling lakes and rivers by canoe 
– cooking over fires, building strong 
friendships, having adventures, and 
experiencing LIFE in its best form – 
away from other distractions. For 
another 85 years, here’s to Wanapitei!

Celebrating Eighty-Five Years of Camp Wanapitei

I



By Geoff Hodgins, Board of 
Directors Co-Chair and Vice-
President, for Bruce Hodgins, 
Honorary Director

HE RITUAL was consistent. 
Laura Belle would remind 
Dick Twain, head guide, 
that it was Friday and Dick 
would light the storm 

lantern that hung from the bridge. 
Laura Belle would, similarly, light a 
kerosene lantern and place it on the 
Chateau dining table before heading to 
bed. But sleep would not come easy as 
she would be listening for the purr of a 
9.9 horsepower Johnson outboard 
motor, although she knew it would not 
break the night silence until well past 
2am. Hours earlier, Stanley Hodgins 
would have completed his week as 
principal at Victoria Public School in 
Kitchener and headed north in his 
packed station wagon for the 7.5 hour 

drive to Temagami. There, he would 
transfer his load to a wooden skiff and 
begin a two hour night sojourn through 
darkness towards the storm lantern. On 
Sunday afternoon, rain or shine, Stanley 
would set out on the return journey. 
This is just what it took. Stanley and 
Laura Belle had a dream and during 
these early years the spring fishing and 
fall hunting operations inherited from 
Ed Archibald were essential for the 
camp’s economic survival. So, in May, 
June, September and October from 
1956 through to 1960, Laura Belle held 
the reins Monday to Friday, to be joined 
by Stanley for the weekend.
   In 1956 Camp Wanapitei re-opened 
with a total of seventeen canoes – 

thirteen that came with the camp 
purchase and four brand new 
Chestnuts. The operation was much 
different in those days and, in fact, 
more campers experienced Wanapitei 
in the summer of 2016 than during the 
14 years the camp was co-directed by 
Stan and Laura Belle.  
   In the afterglow of the recent 
celebration marking 85 years on Lake 
Temagami, I have found myself 
pondering just how akin today’s 
Wanapitei is to their 1956 dream. 
Stanley had been the director of the 
Kitchener YMCA Camp, located on 
Beausoleil Island in Georgian Bay for 

...continued on next page
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T

Stan and Laura Belle Hodgins’ vision for Wanapitei has shaped what our organization is today
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From the Beginning
... Continued from previous page 

the previous twelve years where, by 
1955, Laura Belle and their sons, Bruce 
and Larry, were also all on staff. Many 
Georgian Bay camping traditions were 
transplanted to Temagami but, from the 
beginning, Camp Wanapitei, as re-
established by the Hodgins family 
(following a 16-year hiatus), was unique 
in the 
camping world. 
   Most obvious was the commitment to 
equality between the sexes – very 
unusual in the 1950s - with boys and 
girls integrated into a single program 
where, even on canoe trips, young 
women had full leadership roles.  

Equally significant was a belief in 
community that extended beyond the 
campers and for this the Chateau 
played a pivotal role - a precedent that 
has blossomed into the extraordinary 
intergenerational end-of-session 
celebrations we enjoy today. Stan and 
Laura Belle also recognized that there 
was something special about canoe 
tripping as a vehicle for youth to 
explore who they are, and to become 
better versions of themselves. Because 
of this, while their Wanapitei offered a 
structured in-camp program 
reminiscent of more southern camps, 
the focus for every cabin group and 
every camper was always the canoe trip. 
In 1956, the most adventurous trip of 
the summer travelled up the south 
branch of the Lady Evelyn River and 
back down the north branch, a route 

now frequented by campers in the 
Temagami program, but as a first for 
Wanapitei it was tackled with the same 
exploratory spirit that, last summer, 
inspired our two voyager trips in the 
Northwest Territories. 
   At Wanapitei it is the canoe trip that 
binds us together – that intense, 
isolated group experience understood 
by all. They vary by age-group and 
change over time but at the heart of 
each trip is a team adventure that 
breeds self-awareness, self-reliance and 
confidence, while developing respect 
for others and the natural world. This is 
the gift that the directors and staff of 
Wanapitei have, since 1956, felt 
passionate about passing on to
future generations. 

The Wanapitei Community: Staying Happily Unplugged
By Jackie Hodgins, Board Member

ID ANYONE notice? I 
didn’t. It wasn’t until the 
85th anniversary celebration 
was over and I started 
searching social media for 

pictures that I noticed the lack of 
photos. I only found two! I sat back and 
thought hard. Nope, I don’t remember 
anyone with their electronic device out 
throughout the night. If it did happen, 
it must have been a quick snap shot. I 
don’t blame anyone if they took a 
picture….what a night to remember! 
But we as a whole did put our phones 
away. Why?
   Did you know that during our 2016 
parent survey, when asked "When 
choosing Camp Wanapitei what is 
important to you?" 70.83 % of our 
parents said that ‘unplugging from 
electronic devices’ came in the top four 
reasons? Quality of the staff, skills 

learned at camp, and immersion in 
nature being the other three answers. 
Wow, that’s incredibly interesting and a 
responsibility for us as a camp to try 
and protect. 
   I believe most kids (there is always an 
exception) coming to Wanapitei easily 
let go of their electronics while at camp.  
Why? Probably for the same reasons we 
left our phones in our pockets at the 
85th anniversary. I think they like to feel 
free, live in the moment, and be true to 
the people and places that surround 
them. It is probably a relief that they 
can be honest to their friends and 
family in their ‘other’ lives; ‘Sorry guys, 
I am at camp and there is no 
connection. Talk to you in a month’. 
As the primary camp bus driver an 
observation that I have made in the last 
two years is when we eliminated the 
stereo in the bus, the kids slept less, 
talked more, sang songs until the bus 
rocked with the rhythm, more cards 

were played, and the guitars were out 
more.  This has to be good!
   It is said that if you spend more time 
off grid, you will have more time to 
enjoy your activities, have closer 
relationships, have less stress and 
anxiety, be more creative, enjoy learning 
new skills more, and be more 
appreciative of nature. How can this 
not be worth fighting for?
   Yes being without technology can be 
inconvenient and uncomfortable. I am 
sure many of you have experienced our 
less than efficient Camp Wanapitei 
phone systems. When you call camp, 
you get that lovely “just a second, just 
clearing the line, beep beep beep” and 
then the call is just barely better than it 
was before the line was cleared. 
Sometimes, “sorry, I can’t understand 
you, can you speak clearly and slowly?” 
or the call was so bad you got “I am 

... continued on page 34
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JUNIORS

DATES:  July 11 – 13 2016

LEADERS:  Severen Fischer-Schmidt, 
Eamonn Gogan, Cori-Anne Huisman.
PARTICIPANTS: Edith Armstrong, Jake 
Doucet, Sierra Lillie, Violet MacMillan, 
Chloe Zyp, Marco Zyp.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 2km
Weather: Windy and sunny

   After a bit of a sleep-in, we slowly, 
eventually, made our way out of the 
tents to a windy, sunny morning. Tasty 
cinnamon buns were fried over the fire 
for breakfast with a side of yogurt. We 
left the campsite, Teabag Point, filled 
with plenty of energy to take on some 
gusty headwinds. The boats rocked 
back and forth under the sun as we 
battled the winds working against us. 
Edith and Marco threw their hands up 
in the air as we splashed over the bigger 
waves. After lots of hard paddling, we 
arrived at our destination, The Jumping 
Cliffs. We settled ourselves on a giant 
rock and munched on some classic 
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 
Then, we all took turns jumping off 
cliffs, climbing up rocks, and chasing 
blown away hats. It was then time to 
find a camp site. We raced along the 

shore and found one in 
no time. Here we played 
in the water some more, 
splashing and spraying 
ourselves with water 
tubes. After drying off, 
we ate a quick snack 
before leaving our 
campsite for yet another 
adventure: a hike up 
Ferguson Mountain. We 
marched past some 
beautiful old grown trees 
and enjoyed the exquisite 
view of Ferguson. We ate 
yummy spaghetti for 
dinner with tomato 
sauce, followed by an 
intense game of Mafia. 
Cori then read two 
chapters of Judy Blume, 
and we gently dozed off 
to sleep beneath a sunset 
sky of pink, purple, and 
primrose yellow hues. 
Tomorrow we paddle 
under the Bridge. 

DATES:  July 11 – 13 2016

LEADERS:  Kimberley Huisman and 
Ruairidh MacPhail
PARTICIPANTS: Emily Gollino, Kadin 
Nabigon-Froese, Charlie Paterson, 
Jamie Paterson, Eamon Sorbara,         
Ivy Ward.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 2km
Weather: Windy and sunny

   The day started wonderfully at the 
late hour of 8 o’clock. The kids packed 
up their beds super fast and an amazing 
meal of bacon, eggs and yogurt was 
eaten. With our bellies full of food, we 
all went for a cleaning swim. Kadin was 
hesitant at first, but Ruairidh helped 
him in. Once Kadin was wet he started 

joining in on all the fun. After 
swimming we packed up the campsite 
and headed out onto the water with 
massive tailwinds. The aquatic portion 
of our daily journey was fairly swift as 
we were aided by the aforementioned 
relentless gusts. We arrived at our new 
home for the night and unloaded our 
canoes neatly onto the land, then 
prepared for our hike. We started our 
hike up Mount Ferguson with zeal. 
Charlie bounded up the trail directly 
behind the leader. After a lot of walking 
uphill we reached the first lookout. We 
were not satisfied with this, so we 
trudged farther to the second lookout. 
Once there, we enjoyed a scrumptious 
meal of peanut butter, jam and honey. 
Jamie got peanut butter and jam all over 
his face. Post lunch we enjoyed a great 
view of the beautiful Lake Temagami. 
We soon turned around and retraced 
our steps all the way back to our 
campsite. Once there, we went 
swimming and everyone slid down a 

Never Too Early 
for Adventure: 
Juniors and 
Temagamis

Juniors get dressed up for a camp “wedding” at evening program.
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slippery rock. Jamie invented a game 
that involved how far down the rock 
you slid while keeping your feet on the 
rock. A delicious spag meal was 
whipped up and quickly enjoyed. We 
had a post dinner swim then sat around 
the campfire. We enjoyed a few tasty 
s’mores while hanging out. We read 
until we lulled ourselves to sleep. Good 
night all, tomorrow we paddle under  
the Bridge. 
   Side note from Charlie: Never brush 
your teeth when the bugs are out. 

DATES:  July 19 – 21 2016

LEADERS:  Fiona Ross and             
Aidan Timmins
PARTICIPANTS: Beckett Mars, Liam 
McLachlan, Owen Tarr, Malcolm Torrie, 
Maksim Thompson-Arnold,              
Pike White.

Day 1
Distance traveled: 3km
Weather: Sunny

   Today we finished packing all the gear 
and headed down to the docks to say 
our final goodbyes. In no time we were 
off in canoes and ready to travel the 
great Lake Temagami. Beckett, Pike, 
Sadie and Ian, our WLITs, led the way 
to Pickerel Bay singing “Down by the 
Bay” the entire way. Just a little ways 
from the portage, we all rafted up and 
had a quick snack of granola bars to 
help us re-energize for our upcoming 
walk. At the end of the Pickerel Bay 
portage we ate some bagels, cream 
cheese and veggie sandwiches before 
playing in the water. Liam had so much 
fun swimming it was hard to tell him it 
was time to go. Once everyone was dry 
we headed back down the trail to our 
canoes and paddled over to Tea Bag 
Point, our campsite. As soon as we 
unpacked the boats all the kids found a 
family of tiny frogs and got right to 

work making a tiny city for them. They 
all had a blast catching the frogs and 
helping them move into a new home.
   Unfortunately around dinnertime, Ian 
broke the news that the leaders had 
forgotten the dinner and we were all 
grumpy and hungry. However, Ian came 
up with a master plan of calling Italy 
using the “camera phone” and ordering 
a pizza. Nobody believed it but in no 
time a boat came with three crazy 
cowboys/cowgirls who had heard the 
call and brought over a cheese pizza. It 
was amazing! After dinner we headed to 
the tents and to bed exhausted from the 
day's excitement. 

DATES:  July 19 – 21 2016

LEADERS:  Henry Gould and        
Frieda Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Owen Anderson, 
Simon Hines-Schmidt, Anna 
Iwanowski, Harry Lavigne-Schmidt, 
Waka Raina, Tenzin Ruff.

Day 2
Hours on water: 5.5

Weather: Scorcher with a side of clouds 
around lunch.

   We awoke this morning to sunny 
skies. We clambered out of the tents, 
packed up our stuff with the help of the 
WLITs and saw that Frieda was already 
pumping out chocolate chip pancakes. 
After a deliciously large breakfast we 
burned some calories with more 
Charades and Scatter before we loaded 
our boats and pushed off towards our 
hike. We passed by the Junior A’s on our 
way to Flat Rock (which is highly 
debated because it is more like 45 
degrees). The hike was great. Near the 
beginning Anna, Lennox and Tenzin 
enjoyed a mossy break in the trees that 
the girls remembered from previous 
years and which they had labeled 
heaven. Later, after a long walk, we 
finally reached the top to find that the 
view was well worth it. We enjoyed a 
snack of Clif bars and waved at the 
Junior A’s who we could see down below 
from the lookout. We then hiked down 
only to meet the Junior A’s at the 
bottom of the hike. We swam with 
them sliding down rocks which turned 
everyone into beached whales when 

Congratulations, Juniors!  You did it!  Campers are welcomed back as they paddle under the Bridge.
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they tried to climb 
back up again. A final 
giant game of Mofia 
was played combining 
the two groups. 
Owen’s Evil Wizard 
character was 
excitingly welcomed 
by the newcomers 
and quickly put in 
place. Bidding 
farewell, we hopped 
into our canoes once 
again and paddled 
across the bay to our 
campsite. We 
munched on Mac and 
Cheese while enjoying 
games of Scatter. 
After dinner we sadly 
had to say goodbye to 
the WLITs and start 
dishes. Tenzin, Harry 
and Simon conquered 
dishes in the end just 
in time to enjoy some 
delicious no-bakes 
from Henry for 
dessert. We 
completed the night with a huge 
surprise bonfire from Henry which 
welcomed some singing and more 
charades. With a large mosquito killing 
spree in the tents we headed off to 
sleep. Goodnight, Juniors – sleep tight. 

DATES:  July 25 – 27 2016

LEADERS:  Sam Angel, Fiona Ross, 
Aidan Timmins.
PARTICIPANTS: Isla Bitting, Beckett 
Mars, Domenik Rockel, Naomi Rockel, 
Benjamin Slack, Malcolm Torrie,      
Pike White.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 1km
Weather: Gloriously sunny and hot

   Today we woke up around 9:00 and 
were ready to start the day. Sam made 
us all some amazing chocolate chip 
pancakes, which fueled us for the day. 
All the kids were having such an 
amazing time playing Queen of the 
Campsite that we decided to hang out 
there until 11:30. Domenik enjoyed the 
fishing but got his lure caught so he 
spent an hour fixing his fishing rod with 
the help of superb fisher, Sam. When it 
was time to go, we packed up our tents 
and bags and loaded the boats. We 
paddled by Junior B on the jumping 
rocks and headed to our campsite. Once 
there we dug into our PB and honey 
sandwiches, (unfortunately Fiona forgot 
the jelly), and went for a well-deserved 
swim. Soon the Junior B’s joined us and 
we all swam together. We departed on 
our Ferguson hike where we had a few 
trips and tumbles but everyone made it 
to the top in one piece. We had a snack 

and enjoyed the 
beautiful view. On our 
way back down we 
heard the Junior B’s 
setting up tents and 
collecting firewood. 
As the Juniors played, 
the leaders prepared a 
big dinner of Spag! 
After dinner the boy 
leaders cooked up a 
delicious dessert of 
uncooked brownie 
batter and uncooked 
marshmallows. All the 
kids enjoyed it and 
had even more fun 
getting it all over 
their faces. We all 
laughed at all the 
chocolate beards and 
moustaches. After 
getting cleaned up we 
headed to the tents 
for another          
great sleep. 

DATES:  July 25 – 27 2016

LEADERS:  Henry Gould and         
Frieda Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Lucas Dalrymple, 
Ryan Fenos, Simon Hines-Schmidt, 
Anna Iwanowski, Harry Lavigne-
Schmidt, Ronan Linzel,  Tenzin Ruff.

Day 1
Hours on water: 6
Weather: Sunny and windy with a threat 
of rain.

   We pushed away from camp after 
breakfast in record speed. The leaders 
told the campers that it would take us 
one hour to paddle to our hike. 
Naturally, the campers challenged this 
and we made it there in 58 minutes. 

Junior campers celebrate another successful boat sinking during Swiss Navy.
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Baking in the sun we climbed to the top 
of Napoleon. The hike was short and 
sweet but steep. Ronan sped up it like a 
monkey. With the view from the top we 
munched down a cream cheese and 
bagel lunch while picking blueberries 
and playing Mafia. Simon was very 
excited about the number of blueberry 
bushes present. Dreaming of a swim, we 
hiked back down and headed for our 
campsite. With the winds on our side 
we decided to raft up and drift. Henry, 
Frieda, Anna and Simon sang some 
songs until Lucas and Ronan were just 
too eager to paddle and urged the rafter 
to disband. Quickly we raced to our 
campsite to find it was occupied by the 
Temag As. Hellos were had by siblings, 
friends and cousins as we jumped into 
the water for a joint swim. After a 
couple of hours we continued on to a 
new campsite across Pickerel Bay. Here 
we were greeted by some food delivery 
from down the lake – yum! After an 
impressive amount of firewood was 
collected we participated in many 
rounds of Scatter. Frieda was just too 
good at scatter so we then decided to 
buckle down for a dessert of no-bakes. 
Henry tried to teach Anna some science 
while chilling out in the hammock while 
Ronan, Lucas and Ryan engaged in a 
water fight. We all warmed up around 
the fire and talked about our day before 
being scared into our beds by the threat 
of rain which was brought by very 
impressive winds. Goodnight Juniors, 
hold on to your tents!

DATES:  August 4 - 6 2016

LEADERS:  Andi Breckles and 
Michael Radden
PARTICIPANTS: Charlotte Bickerton, 
Eden Diamond, Calla Hyland, Isabelle 
Kerbler, Oceane Walker, Jasmine 
Woodford.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 2km
Weather: Certified scorcher with 
scattered showers
Quote of the Day: “I caught a strange 
bug, wanna see?” “Sure... NOPE, that’s a 
bee.” “Oh.” - Calla and Ruairidh
   Andi’s tent awoke at 8am, but we gave 
Michael’s tent an extra half hour of 
sleep as they looked exhausted from all 
of the swimming the day prior. Once 
everyone was up, eggs and bacon were 
started. Thunder on the horizon once 
breakfast had been finished prompted 
an immediate tarp set up. Naturally, as 
soon as the tarp was finished, the 
downpour halted-- Murphy’s Law. 
Packed up the tents and good to go by 
11am. We loaded boats and were off ! We 
got to the site at 12pm, where we found 
the Junior B group was wind bound and 
wary as to whether or not to cross the 
bay. Ultimately, the Juniors merged, as 
the wind was deemed too strong. A 
crazy torrential downpour 
started just as the group 
had finished snack. This 
led to a speedy set up of 
tents. Yet again, as soon 
as shelters were created, 
the rain stopped. Again. 
Throughout the day we 
played in the water a 
TON. Guitars were 
played, and guitar lessons 
were also taught. The 
tents were in a constant 
state of being rescued all 
day, as the wind was 
ridiculous and kept 
blowing them into the 
bushes. Becca decided to 
consume an entire jar of 
leftover honey that the 
Junior B group didn’t 
finish for lunch. Shortly 
after, the Juniors deemed 
Becca “the most 
immature” and in need 
of calming, as her sugar 
high was unearthly.

Lazy Ps for dinner, and another round 
of s’mores were had. Becca decided to 
hold a contest, testing which Junior was 
“the best marshmallow roaster”. Becca 
consumed 20 more marshmallows and 
re-entered the sugar high. Darkness 
crept in and a bonfire was had, where 
Michael serenaded us all. Off to bed 
once s’mores were chats are all done!

DATES:  August 4 - 6 2016

LEADERS:  Becca Carter and 
Ruairidh MacPhail
PARTICIPANTS: Alexander Clarkson, 
Kennedy Dabner, Julian Krell, Gabrielle 
Matthew, Toby Quastel, Thea Starritt, 
Nikko Szablowski, Ella Tong.

Day 2
Weather: Very windy while alternating 
between rain and sun

We see you!  Having a little fun in the tent at the campsite.
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   We awoke to an overcast sky and 
crazy winds. Our beds were packed up 
as breakfast of eggs, bacon, yogurt and 
English muffins was whipped up. The 
site was packed up and we were all 
prepared to go. At this time Becca and 
Ruairidh made the decision to wait until 
the wind died down to make the 
crossing. At this time the other Juniors 
were seen coming over to our campsite 
as we were supposed to swap sites. We 
waited until they arrived to ask them 
how the crossing was. They said it was 
tough with the tailwinds they had. That 
finalized our decision to stay. We hung 
out with the Junior A’s and had a snack 
of apples again. The tent blew over with 
Ella and Thea inside it and Michael had 
to go rescue them. The tent went on to 
blow over four more times, including 
one all the way into the woods. It was 
eventually taken down. Everyone swam 
in the afternoon and fun was had by all.. 
A cacophony of noise followed. A 
dinner of lazy pierogies was made as 
one large group. It was delicious. Alex 
found a neat turquoise pen and claimed 
it as his. S’mores were made post dinner 
and the guitar lessons continued. The 

group chilled around the fire listening 
to music and talking until we all slowly 
went to bed one by one. Night all. 
Tomorrow we paddle under the Bridge.

DATES:  August 10 - 12 2016

LEADERS:  Andi Breckles, Erin Brophy, 
Becca Carter, Michael Radden.
PARTICIPANTS: Julian Blumberg, Ned 
Burns, Gabriella Campbell Venuti, 
Anjani Cheran, Ellon Cheran, Rowen 
Conrad, Eric Ingoe, Maeve Krentz, 
Shams Lena, Carter Nault, Emerson 
Nault, Matthew Olajos, 
Sarah Thompson.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 3km
Weather: Scorcher

   We awoke at 8am and commenced 
breakfast preparations for eggs and 
bacon. Breakfast was had, and then it 
was a speedy pack up and off to the 
jumping cliffs. We precariously climbed 

the jumping rocks and Eric was the first 
camper to launch himself off the cliff ! 
Ellon, Anjani, Sarah, and Ned were next 
to follow. Off in the distance we 
recognized another Wanapitei trip 
coming towards us, which turned out to 
be Henry and Sasha’s CdeB group! We 
said hello then hopped in our boats and 
had a floating lunch, so delicious! We 
hit the beach at 3:30pm and the kids all 
collected some firewood. Once 
firewood was collected, a celebratory 
swim in the waves occurred. Becca and 
Michael sling shot Ned into the water! 
Spaghetti dinner was prepared and 
consumed by all the campers. After 
dinner, we roasted the rest of our 
leftover marshmallows and were 
serenaded by some guitars. Off to bed! 
Night guys!

TEMAGAMI (EARLY JULY)

ROUTE: Canton Lakes. Camp – Pickerel 
Bay – Thunderhead Lake – James Lake – 
Stiles Lake – Log Lake – Bob Lake – 
Diamond Lake - Sharp Rock – Napoleon 
Portage – Lake Temagami – Camp. 
DATES:  July 7 – 12 2016

LEADERS:  Dan Devlin, Henry Gould, 
Fiona Ross.
PARTICIPANTS: Dove Dey-Kerr, Theo 
Hoeven, Alexander Lee, Jack Licop, Kes 
Logan, Tierce Luedke-Nichols, Fraser 
Lyon, Teejay Oung, Alexander Rose, 
Daya Silverstein.

Day 4
Distance traveled: 5km
Hours on the water: 7
Weather: Clear skies and sun

   We woke up early around 7:30 to a 
beautiful, yet chilly, morning on our 
beloved Frog Lake. Tents were 
eventually packed and peach crisp and 
leftover pizza fueled us for the day. A 
breakfast for champions! We set off 

Such a beautiful day for a paddle.  Temags take advantage of a sunny day on the water.
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around 10:15 with Teejay and Daya in 
the stern for a short paddle to the start 
of our 1.2 km portage. The portage trail 
itself was nice, but gains a lot of 
elevation, ultimately ending with a very 
steep downhill section for the final 150 
meters. We ended up breaking the 
portage up into 3 legs. The first 2 legs 
broke up 1km of the trail before we 
stopped for a break at the top of the 
steep downhill. Leaders then brought 
down most of the gear in the name of 
safety. After gathering ourselves at the 
bottom, we all finished the last long 
portage! Next we took a long break to 
play in the pool below a cool waterfall 
that we had passed along the trail. A fun 
time was had by all. We then moved on 
and had a floating lunch of Gado Gado. 
A more perfect meal has yet to be 
invented. Full of confidence and peanut 
butter pasta, we easily portaged the 
500m into the last Canton lake. After a 
short paddle to the end of the lake, we 
decided to portage into Lake 
Temagami. A great campsite awaited us 
at the end of the portage along with a 
great shepherds pie. Beets were an 
amazing addition! Soon after dinner we 
were in our tents listening to a soothing 
reading of the Hardy Boys. Goodnight 
all! Huge day today! 

TEMAGAMI (LATE JULY)

ROUTE: Diamond-Willow Island Lake 
Switchback.  Camp - Napolean Portage - 
Sharp Rock Portage - Diamond Lake - Lady 
Evelyn - Willow Island Lake - Reverse 
to Camp.
DATES:  July 20 - 26 2016

LEADERS:  Andi Breckles, Ruairidh 
MacPhail, Bernard Rechico-Moisan.
PARTICIPANTS: Mimi Estrin, Henry 
Hines-Schmidt, Maureen Hodnett, 
Madeleine Iles, Abigail Jimenez, 
Samantha Kofmann, Adelaide Lavigne-

Schmidt, Evan Rockel, Simon West, 
Lyric White.
Day 5
Distance traveled: 18km
Hours on the water: 6.5
Weather: Overcast turning into 
constantly steady light rain.
Quote of the Day: *while chopping 
carrots* “I do not carrot-all.” - Bernard

   Happy Birthday Simon!!! Have a great 
day! Pancakes were created as we all 
packed up our sleeping areas. Scatter 
and wax museum were played as our 
morning slowly went on. Henry rocked 
wax museum. Eventually we left our 
campsite and headed down Diamond 
Lake. We traveled super-fast despite 
headwinds, and we arrived at Sharp 
Rock portage before lunch. We 
portaged swiftly and it was over soon. 
A lunch of PB and honey tortillas with 
cliff bars was enjoyed post portage. 
During this time, we saw three other 
groups, one from Keewaydin, and two 
personal trips. The wind died down and 
the rain came out to say hello post 
lunch. We paddled with slight 
headwinds in the rain until our crossing 
of the Sharp Rock Inlet. The crossing 
went very smoothly with small 
headwinds and Mado and Maureen 
doing awesome in the stern. With our 

crossing done we paddled around 
Beaver Island and down the narrows in 
between Deer and Beaver Island. There 
we found our campsite for the night. 
When we reached our temporary 
lodgings the rain stopped. Games were 
played as spag was made. Evan found a 
sword carved from wood and wrapped 
in rope. The spag was sweet 
and delicious.

TEMAGAMI (LATE JULY)

ROUTE: Obabika Scoop. Camp – Napoleon 
Portage – Sharp Rock Portage – Diamond 
Lake – Bob Lake - Unnamed Lake – 
Shishkong Lake – Obabika Lake – 
Wakimika Lake – Diamond Lake –Sharp 
Rock – Pickerel Bay – Ferguson Bay – Camp.
DATES:  July 21 - 26 2016

LEADERS:  Dan Devlin and Severen 
Fischer-Schmidt
PARTICIPANTS: Audrey Cameron, 
Helena Dalrymple, Dante Fenos, Sadi 
Gibson, Olivia Gregersen Curtis, 
Xander Linzel, Josephine Nuttall, 
Yvonne Polinski, Charlie Ruff.

Day 4
Distance traveled: 9km

Wanapitei ‘ers like to explore on foot as well as by boat!  Temags enjoy a hike to Red Squirrel Falls.
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Hours on the water: 7
Weather: Cloudy and occasionally rainy
   We woke up early today around 
7:00am on our comfortable island 
campsite on Shishkong. Skies were grey, 
which was sad, but Severen made 
pancakes so everything worked out 
okay. With breakfast done, packs were 
finally packed and boats were loaded. 
We soon said goodbye to our little 
island as we made a short paddle to the 
portage at the other end of the lake. On 
the way we passed the majestic 
Shishkong cliffs and the Spirit Rock; 
both of which left many of us 
breathless and gasping for air at the 
start of the portage. The small take-
out was soon crowded with all our gear 
and we decided it was time to begin 
our journey. The 850m portage was 
quite muddy near the end and some 
campers and leaders alike were 
temporarily lost in the knee-deep 
muck. Eventually we finished this fun 
portage and loaded our boats as rain 
began to fall. Spurred on by a passion 
for adventure, we paddled the short 
length of an unnamed lake and found 
the start of our 275m portage into Bob 
Lake. The portage was short and 
relatively flat; two contributing factors 
to our success. With this portage 
behind us, we paddled to a campsite a 
little further up Bob Lake and stopped 
for lunch. Anticipation was high as 
Gado Gado was served. It received 
rave reviews: “Dan, this is amazing!” 
“Dan, this is the best Gado Gado I’ve 
ever had!” “I feel like I’m going to 
throw up. It’s really good though”. 
With our bellies full of peanut butter 
pasta we paddled to our greatest 
challenge of the day; a 1.2km portage 
out of Bob and into Diamond Lake. We 
took off down the trail expecting to 
break it into two 600m legs. However, 
the Temags showed their portaging 
prowess and before we knew it we had 
already done 1km without stopping. A 
quick granola bar snack ensued before 
we finished the final 200m of this once 

daunting portage. Huge success for the 
Temags. Shout out to Helena for taking 
a food pack, Xander for taking a food 
barrel, and Dante for taking the 
wannigan! We quickly loaded boats and 
made a mad dash to our nearby 
campsite on Diamond. The evening was 
spent swimming, relaxing, and eating 
delicious chickpea curry, à la Severen, 
followed by brownies, à la Severen. 
Merci Severen! As darkness fell upon 
Diamond Lake dishes were done and 
everybody retired to their quarters for a 
restful slumber. Goodnight all! 

Awesome job today!

TEMAGAMI (EARLY AUGUST)

ROUTE: Diamond Lake - Boomerang - 
Jumping Cat - Banana Figure-8 
Extravaganza.  Camp - Sharp Rock Inlet - 
Diamond Lake - Devil’s Mountain - 
Northwest Arm - Obabika Inlet - Ferguson 
Bay - Camp.
DATES:  August 6  - 11 2016

LEADERS:  Frieda Hodgins and Bernard 
Rechico-Moisan
PARTICIPANTS: Kate Blumberg, Kate 
Funnekoter, Destiny Greyson, Hailie 
Greyson, Ellie Keith, Claire 
Marchildon, Abigail McColgan, Kaia 
McColgan, Gabrielle Moore.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 19km
Hours on the water: 7.5
Weather: Sunny with all of the winds
Quote of the Day: “Did you guys bring 
extra pillows?” - Gabrielle

   We woke up to a bright sun shining 
into our tents. The leaders rolled out 
of bed and made bacon and eggs while 
the campers packed up their personal 
gear. The 6-person tent managed to be 
safely disassembled but only after it 
slid partially down a hill. With every 
“personal” packed we all dove into 
breakfast which had a special siding of 
avocado (shout out to Chef Mike!!). 
After dishes we quickly hopped into 
our canoes and headed towards the 
much anticipated Sharp Rock portage. 
With Kate squared sterning the two 
camper boats we made it there in no 
time. Much to the leaders’ surprise, 
the campers were very eager to carry 
the heavier group items this time. 
Kaia, Abbey and Ellie all carried food 
packs while Hailie sported the 
wannigan! Once on the other side of 
the portage we instantly became wind 
bound on Diamond Lake. Kaia 
remarking that this lake must be the 

rough kind of “Diamond”. After waiting 
out the white caps for half an hour we 
realized that they just weren’t going 
anywhere. All in favour, we decided to 
head back over Sharp Rock portage and 
scout out a different route for our 
journey – somewhere where the waves 
would be in our favour. This time 
Destiny carried a food pack which was 
almost 3 times her size and Claire 
lapped the leaders she was moving so 
fast. We gobbled down a quick PB and/

Temags beat the heat with a dip at Chateau Beach.
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or J and/or honey lunch and then were 
off on our way, back down Sharp Rock 
Inlet. We stopped briefly on an inviting 
island for a swim and then weaved our 
way through the Sharp Rock Narrows 
and onto the North Arm. Here we 
snacked on some apples and cookies 
while we unanimously voted to continue 
our long day. Ellie showed off her 
impressive loon call and Kate B lead 
some sing along songs to keep us 
entertained. With heavy paddle strokes 
we finally reached Devil Mountain and 
found a hidden gem of a campsite. The 
leaders whipped up some grill cheese 
and French onion soup while the 
campers took in the beautiful scenery. 
“Is it French because you made it 
Bernard?” After food was in our bellies 
we slipped down the rocks and into the 
water for a refreshing swim. To warm up 
Bernard boiled some mint Ho Cho. 
Warm and toasty on the inside with a 
chilly outside we all snugged into our 
sleeping bags listening to the sound of 
loons. Goodnight girls – where will the 
winds take us tomorrow??

TEMAGAMI (EARLY AUGUST)

ROUTE: Centre Falls. Camp - Sharp Rock 
Inlet - Diamond Lake - Lady Evelyn - 
Willow Island Lake - Frank Falls - Centre 
Falls - Reverse to Camp. 
DATES:  August 5 - 11 2016

LEADERS:  Severen Fischer-Schmidt, 
Helen Thomas, Aidan Timmins.
PARTICIPANTS: Islay Ballantyne, 
Samantha Brown, Myrna Burns, Jemima 
Cohnstaedt, Rowan Helman, Abby 
Hunter, Nuan Law-Gallagher, Rafe 
Murray, Linus Quastel.

Day 6
Distance traveled: 14km
Hours on the water: 6.5
Weather: Sunny and really hot then 
cloudy with light sprinkles

Quote of the Day: “The 
moose mingled... did very 
well...” - Aidan in New 
Jersey accent

   Today, we woke up 
early to catch up on the 
time we lost the 
afternoon previous. 
Peach crisp was gobbled 
up and in record time we 
were on the water. It was 
an early morning, and the 
sun was already searing. 
We slugged through 
Diamond Lake until 
reaching Sharp Rock. It 
was a hop, skip, and a 
jump despite the busy-
ness of the short trail. 
The moment our boats 
found deep enough 
water, we jumped out of 
our canoes for a 
refreshing break in the 
Temagami waters. We kept on paddling 
until stopping for lunch, where we 
carried out perhaps the most 
unsuccessful floating lunch camp has 
ever experienced. Myrna dropped her 
fork in the lake. So did Islay; Jemima a 
whistle. We then collected ourselves 
and paddled the last bit of headwinds 
until turning downwards, giddily 
welcoming our first real tailwinds of 
trip. Down we went through the 
narrows, back to our final portage of 
trip – Napoleon. To combat this beast, 
No Bakes were passed around as a 
perfect ball of energy to get some 
momentum started. The portage was 
finished with another jump in the water, 
where an underwater tea party took 
place. Tailwinds continued as we sailed 
through Ferguson, where leaders luckily 
snagged a campsite right across from 
camp. Mac and cheese was prepared 
and eaten around a nice spot of rocks. 
As we ate, Aidan shared a ridiculous and 
funny story about a moose in an 
impressive New Joisey accent. The sky 

began to dim down as we laughed 
about. Hair was braided, and brownie 
mix was eaten. Bonne nuit everyone, 
tomorrow we paddle under the bridge! 

TEMAGAMI (LATE AUGUST)

ROUTE: Kokoko - Bear Island Excursion.  
Camp - Devil’s Mountain - Kokoko Lake - 
Lake Temagami - Bear Island - Devil’s 
Mountain - Ferguson Bay - Camp.
DATES:  August 20 - 25 2016

LEADERS:  Kimberley Huisman and 
Aidan Timmins
PARTICIPANTS: Talia Birenbaum, 
Thomas Cain, Freya Field, Madeline 
Fintelman, Drew Gibson, Claire 
Hoddinott, Dominic Lavallee, Duncan 
McKay, Paloma Murphy, Jacob Seymour, 
Emma Syme.

Hands on!  Temags stop to admire a petrified tree in the lake.
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Day 1
Distance traveled: 8km
Hours on the water: 5.5
Weather: Sunny with a bit of 
light headwinds
Quote of the Day: “ Well, we all evolved 
from the same species so technically 
we’re all related.” - Duncan “But what if 
it’s someone you don’t like? Do we have 
to be related?” - Madeline

   Woohoo!! It’s the first day of trip!!! It 
was an early morning for us today in 
order to get on the water as soon as we 
could after breakfast but the group’s 
energy was high nonetheless. With our 
boats loaded and our goodbyes said, we 
headed out to begin our adventure. 
Crossing the bay out to Ferguson Point 
we had a quick stop to chat about 
headwinds and how to stay together 
before continuing around the corner 
and down the lake a bit further. We had 
a wonderful lunch of bagels and cream 
cheese where we could all explore and 
lounge in the sun. We returned to our 

boats and 
resumed our 
paddle 
towards 
Devil’s 
Mountain 
which 
appeared in 
the distance. 
Taking breaks 
as we went we 
made our way 
there just 
before 4PM. 
There was an 
awesome 
campsite just 
below the trail 
to the Devils 
Mountain 
hike and it 
was nice and 
big with 
a rock 
stretching out 

front where everyone enjoyed playing 
and hanging out. After our stuff was 
unloaded and our tents set up we 
decided that we wanted to hike up the 
mountain. We got ourselves ready with 
good shoes and water bottles and then 
started up the rather steep trail. The 
hike was really great and everyone 
marveled at the interesting 
surroundings and the cool root covered 
path. The view from the top was crazy 
and we spent a bit of time up there 
staring at the water below us and 
looking at where we’d paddled just that 
day. After navigating our way back down 
Aidan and Kim cooked up a yummy stir 
fry for dinner. We gobbled it up and 
then each got a chocolate chunk to 
savour for dessert. Now everyone is 
cozy in their tents tired from an 
exciting day. Night everyone.  Good 
job today.

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(EARLY JULY)

ROUTE: Lady Evelyn South Channel.  
Camp – Napolean portage – Beaver Island – 
Lady Evelyn Lake – Willow Island Lake – 
Frank Falls – Centre Falls – Helen Falls – 
Haps Falls – Bridal Veil Falls – Fat Man 
Falls – Willow Islands Lake – Sharp Rock – 
Napolean portage – Ferguson Bay – Camp.
DATES:  July 5 12 2016

LEADERS:  Grant Bowles Conover and 
Morgan Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Owen Doucet, 
Andrew-John Fraser, Nicole Grigorieva, 
Griffon Hoeven, Vera Kozlova, Mateo 
Larrea, Mackenzie Latimer, 
Paige Stevens.

Day 3
Distance traveled: 9km
Weather: Started cloudy, finished sunny.

   The C de B’s awoke to grey skies and 
leisurely packed up their personals. Vera 
and Paige got the boats in the water and 
then we all enjoyed some soupy 
oatmeal. The group set out and made 
great time despite some headwinds. 
Nicole tried out the stern for the first 
time ever and rocked it! Great job! 
After making it to the beginning of 
Sucker Gut Lake we took a sharp left 
into the South Channel and got some 
whale tinds! Woohoo! The group sped 
to Frank Falls where we ate some pesto/
PB & J wraps. The sun peaked through 

Beautiful Waters 
to Explore with 
the CdeBs

A Coureur de Bois camper enjoys a little bum sliding.
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the clouds and before we knew it we 
were all the way at Center Falls. Hot 
and sweaty, we grabbed our lifejackets 
and headed to a small set just below the 
falls where we could bum slide. Owen 
got a little stuck and needed Grant’s 
help getting up the slippery rocks and 
out of the water. Griffon and Mac 
enjoyed letting the current pull them 
downstream – look out! You might get 
carried away! We whipped up a curry, 
where AJ learned how to make rice, and 
Morgan fried some chaps while Mateo 
got his hair done by Vera. We all had 
some s’mores and we raced off to bed. 

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(LATE JULY)

ROUTE: Twin Peaks. Camp – Lake 
Temagami – Devil’s Mountain – Sharp Rock 
Inlet – Lady Evelyn Lake – Sucker Gut Lake 
– Hobart Lake – Maple Mountain – Tupper 
Lake – Sharp Rock – Diamond Lake – 
Napolean portage – Lake Temagami – Camp.
DATES:  July 20 - 27 2016

LEADERS:  Grant Bowles Conover and 
Rebekah Richardson-Duffy
PARTICIPANTS: Gemma Fudge, 
Alexander Iwanowski, Evan Kauffman, 
Mateo Larrea, Gavin Nyhof, Judah 
Onstad-Bauld, Owen Salter, Bridget 
West, Margot West, 
Jonah Zwaigenbaum.

Day 3
Distance traveled: 19km
Hours on the water: 9.25
Weather: Hot and sunny morning, hail 
and thunder in the afternoon.
Quote of the Day: “what do you see 
when you zig zag?” “Literally nothing.”
 - Bridget

   Great morning! We awoke to calm 
waters and blue skies. Lunch was 
cooked and delicious granola was 
enjoyed by all. Thanks Rebs! The 
leaders made short work of the chute 
into our Lady of Evelyn and away we 
paddled. A short ways later we opted for 
a boat swim to cool off with Judah 
winning the award for quickest entry 

and exit (it was seriously impressive). 
Sticking with the theme of hydration 
we then attempted to drink water from 
our Nalgenes using only our feet. Mateo 
and Alex were close to succeeding and 
Bridget almost lost her water bottle. 
Hijinks and shenanigans accomplished 
we set off once more and reached the 
first of the Willow Island Lake portages. 
Quick little Cliff Bar snack and then we 
raced across with Evan carrying a boat 
and Gemma and Bridget, and Margot 
and Alex tandeming boats with 
personals! The sky began to darken but 
we set off to our next portage 
undaunted. Conquering it like the 
bosses we are we then set off and had to 
stop due to Zeus’s thunderbolts. We had 
a delicious rice salad lunch underneath a 
sweet tarp as ice fell from the sky (yes, 
ice). A little while later the clouds broke 
and we paddled on and ran into the 
Temags! We said a short hello, wished 
them the best and then went on our 
way. We arrived at our campsite and 
yummy tomato soup with garlic toasties 
were enjoyed by all. The bugs then 
chased us to bed. Sleep well kids! 
Great day! 

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(LATE JULY)

ROUTE: The Beehive (The Raven).  Camp - 
Red Squirrel River - Red Squirrel Lake - 
Jackpine Lake - Hansen Lake - Chambers 
Lake - Kokoko Lake - Witch Point - Ferguson 
Bay - Camp.
DATES:  July 20 - 27 2016

LEADERS:  Eamonn Gogan and 
Kimberley Huisman
PARTICIPANTS: Lin Anderson, 
Matthew Czubak, Ella Iles, Rebecca 
Lipman, Cole Rinehart, Russell 
Roberge, Oliver Seguin, Gideon 
Solomon, Maizie Solomon, Sofia 
Sourtiz, Owen Taylor, Alexander Wiklo.

 Just another beautiful day on the water for these CdeBs.
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Day 5
Distance traveled: 7.5km
Hours on the water: 8
Weather: Overcast, light rain, 
short thunderstorm

   We woke up this morning anxious 
about our 3km portage. We were still a 
little groggy from our rest day and it 
took us a while to get on the water. 
Sofia, Gideon and Eamonn dodged a 
couple of shallow rocks on our way to 
the portage, which we found without 
any difficulty. This portage would be our 
greatest challenge of the trip.  It would 
test us not only physically but 
emotionally. We did the portage in 5 
sections stopping for snack and lunch 
along the way. The entire group stepped 
up to the challenge. Ella, Maizie, Matt, 
Alex and Owen all carried boats. At one 
point Ella carried a boat and a pack. 
Wow! Props to Gideon and Russell for 
carrying two red packs. After our 
portage we paddled for 40 minutes until 
we found a mediocre campsite. 

However, we pushed on with the hope 
that a better campsite awaited us; and 
after a long day we were greeted by a 
magnificent campsite! After a tasty 
dinner of risotto we headed to bed. But 
not for long. At midnight we were 
woken by a crazy thunderstorm. After 
doing the lightning drill for 45 minutes 
we went to bed wet and exhausted…
Only to be woken up again at 3 am for 
another round of lightning. Wow what a 
bizarre night.

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(EARLY AUGUST)

ROUTE: Montreal Anima-Nipissing.  
Anima-Nippising Montreal. Camp – Sharp 
Rock – Lady Evelyn Lake – Mowat’s 
Landing – Montreal River – Bay Lake – 
Anima-Nippising Lake – Carrying Lake – 
Red Squirrel Lake – Red Squirrel River – 
Ferguson Bay – Camp.
DATES:  August 4 - 11 2016

LEADERS:  Eamonn Gogan and 
Kimberley Huisman
PARTICIPANTS: Asher Birenbaum, 
Jonah Brooks, Riley Buckle, Charlotte 
Funnekotter, Xin Ke Law-Gallagher, 
Anik Marchildon, Finn Paulson, Kai 
Samuel-Szablowski, Sebastian Shaw, Isis 
Rose Sullivan, Nikita Zameshaev.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 14
Hours on the water: 4.75
Weather: Slight showers but mostly 
sunny with strong head winds on 
Lady Evelyn
Quote of the Day: Xin: “I caught a fish, 
now what?” Jonah: “You take it off the 
hook and throw it back.” Xin: “Ew, no 
way I hate fish!” Jonah: “Then why are 
you fishing?!”

   We had a rude 6:30 awakening when 
light rain trickled down on us. The 
leaders had smartly opted for no fly on 
their tent the night before in order to 
cool it down and therefore woke with a 
bit of a start. A little rushing around, 
clipping up personals, and tarping 
firewood ensued before everyone 
disappeared back into their tents to 
resume sleeping. A couple of hours later 
the still disgruntled leaders emerged 
from their tent to have their moods 
immediately brightened when they 
discovered that the kids were already up 
and packing their personals and tents. 
We quickly scarfed down bacon and egg 
mcmuffins and headed off down the 
portage. Xin, Asher, and Jonah had 
helped scout some of the portage the 
day before so they gave the rest of the 
group a heads up about what was 
coming and then we followed Kim 
down the trail. In a quick 30 minutes we 
crushed the portage, once again 
meeting up with the 4wk C de B’s and 
were on our way again on Diamond 
Lake. We crossed Diamond, taking a 
quick pit stop to see the pictured rocks, 
and reached the portage into Lady 
Evelyn by lunch time. Everyone was 

Four-week CdeBs take in the beauty of Ishpatina Ridge in August.
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excited when we discovered that we 
could line down a small swifty section 
and avoid the portage all together! That 
took no time at all and then we were 
happily rafted around the corner 
enjoying PB and J wraps and watching 
Xin fish. While we were eating we were 
entertained by the group from Camp 
White Pine as they shredded the swifty 
we had just lined with impeccable ease 
and care. A very windy section of Lady 
Evelyn Lake awaited us once we headed 
out again and though we battled hard 
after awhile it seemed the winds might 
be winning this fight. We had made a 
good distance on Lady Eve so we picked 
a nice campsite on an island and set up 
camp. When firewood collecting time 
came upon us Riley and Anik wowed 
the leaders with their awesome loads 
and Seb had everyone laughing as he 
commentated everything in a Russian 
accent. Mac and cheese was inhaled 
followed by no-bakes and the campers 
all hung out in their tents and out on 
the rock at the edge of the island while 
Asher told the group a story about the 
Flamingo Hotel. Night all, sleep tight, 
and whatever you do……don’t stay at the 
Flamingo Hotel.

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(EARLY AUGUST)

ROUTE: Lady Evelyn South Channel.  
Camp – Napolean portage – Beaver Island – 
Lady Evelyn Lake – Willow Island Lake – 
Frank Falls – Centre Falls – Helen Falls – 
Haps Falls – Bridal Veil Falls – Fat Man 
Falls – Willow Islands Lake – Sharp Rock – 
Napolean portage – Ferguson Bay – Camp.
DATES:  August 4 - 11 2016

LEADERS:  Henry Gould and 
Sasha Pickering
PARTICIPANTS: Hayden Berwick, 
Emma Bickerton, Lucas Conrad, Sarah 
Ingoe, Joseph Kosakowski, Owen 
Krentz, Jackson Leggett, Rhys 

Matthew, Braeden Moore, David 
Thorne, Henry Wilson-Sadlowski.

Day 8
Distance traveled: 10km
Hours on the water: 4.5
Weather: Hot, sunny, calm and windy
Quote of the Day: Henry: “Flower 
power cannot be harnessed.” 

   We woke to yet another day of blue 
skies. Calm water greeted us after we 
ate chocolate chip banana pancakes for 
breakfast and went for a swim. Soon we 
found ourselves at the narrows where 

we camped on our first night of trip. 
That was after almost everyone went 
for a boat swim. For lunch we had dahl 
and rice and everyone went swimming 
again, making use of the exceptional 
bum sliding rocks. No one could believe 
that we had camped there only one 
week ago – time flies when you are on 
trip! We set off to Pickerel Bay portage 
with the winds at our backs. We pulled 
out a tarp with the intention of sailing 
but it didn’t stay up that long so we just 
kept paddling. At the portage, Emma 
and Sarah carried boats like no big deal 
and everyone celebrated as we finished 
the last portage of the trip! Another 
swim was in order when we got to our 
big beautiful campsite. Shepherd’s pie 

was baked in the dutch oven for dinner 
and we had hot chocolate and brownies 
for dessert. The decks of cards were 
brought out and speed, spit and signal 
were all played. When the sun went 
down, we gathered around a big fire and 
talked about how we are going to 
remember this trip when we are 80 
years old and how much fun we had 
(Joseph’s words). So true, Joseph. 

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(LATE AUGUST)

ROUTE: Twin Peaks. Camp – Lake 
Temagami – Devil’s Mountain – Sharp Rock 
Inlet – Lady Evelyn Lake – Sucker Gut Lake 
– Hobart Lake – Maple Mountain – Tupper 
Lake – Sharp Rock – Diamond Lake – 
Napolean portage – Lake Temagami – Camp.
DATES:  August 18 - 25 2016
LEADERS:  Andi Breckles and 
Michael Radden
PARTICIPANTS: Jake Breckles, Anne 
Carscallen, Charles Debane, John 
Debane, John Deligiannis, Erin 
Duxbury, Ben Hannah, Ethan Hartman, 

Who says sleeping bags are only for sleeping?  Not these Coureurs de Bois!
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Sean Lizzola, Andrew Morse, Patrick 
Richardon, Michael Waymann.

Day 3
Distance traveled: 23km
Hours on the water: 8
Weather: Overcast turned sunny 
with clouds
Quote of the Day: “It came free with 
the fanny pack.” - Michael

   We awoke at 7am to campers already 
outside of their tents and chatting with 
one another. Though we weren’t too 
stoked about the overcast skies, we 
were indeed stoked about the granola 
for breakfast. An accent challenge was 
announced at breakfast—the loser 
would be destined for dishes. Patrick 
and Ethan wound up breaking character 
and losing this challenge. We left the 
site at 9:45am and reached our first of 
the two Willow Island portages at 
10:30am. We crushed it and were done 
by 11am. Then is was off through the 
little lake and onto the second Willow 
Island portage- which we crushed in an 
hour… A little extra time was taken as 
we had to scheme our way around an 
angry wasp’s nest that Ben and Jake had 
disturbed when teepeeing a boat. We 
were off onto Willow Island Lake when 

our hunger levels were realized, so we 
pulled over at a beautiful campsite and 
had lunch and swam! We departed and 
continued down the Lady Evelyn 
Channel, shooting for Sucker Gut. 
Unfortunately, we overshot the 
anticipated Sucker Gut campsite by 
5km, to Michael and Andi’s horror. A 
quick turn around put us at our 
campsite by 5:30pm. Spag for dinner—a 
meal all the campers enjoyed so much 
they attempted to lick the pot clean. 
Hot chocolate was broken out for 
dessert, and then a little rain 
accompanied by August darkness 
chased us off to bed! Night!

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(LATE AUGUST)

ROUTE: The Lady Evelyn South Channel. 
Lady Evelyn South Channel.  Camp – 
Napolean portage – Beaver Island – Lady 
Evelyn Lake – Willow Island Lake – Frank 
Falls – Centre Falls – Helen Falls – Haps 
Falls – Bridal Veil Falls – Fat Man Falls – 
Willow Islands Lake – Sharp Rock – 
Napolean portage – Ferguson Bay – Camp.
DATES:  August 8 - 25 2016

LEADERS:  Eamonn Gogan and 
Frieda Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Alexandra Hyland, 
Bridget Kim, Owen Merskey, Hannah 
Millar, Kolya Salter, Paige 
Saravanamuttoo, Mateo Seymour, Ava 
Symons, Amalia Tinmouth, Augustin 
Woods Pneumaticos.

Day 4
Distance traveled: 6km
Hours on the water: 6
Weather: Rainy and cloudy
Quote of the Day: “That’s really bad for 
you.  It’s not even light mayo.” - Bridget

   We awoke to the sound of rushing 
water. The majority of the group 
portaged the gear to our put in while a 
delicious pot of oatmeal cooked over 
the fire. Once the food was in our 
bellies Kolya and Mateo quickly did the 
dishes, whilst trying to forget about the 
fate of the cheese grater… After we 
filled our boats we were surprised by an 
unexpected patch of rapids that 
separated us from Helen Falls. Frieda 
and Eamonn decided to drag up the 
rapids while the kids shouted helpful 
words of encouragement from the 
shore. Eventually we made it to Helen 
Falls and began unloading our boats in 
the rain – PABLO!! We also had a visit 
from Hans, a German water merchant 
who kindly filled our water bottles. 
Hydrated and full from a snack of G-
bars and chocolate chunks we began 
portaging. The portage turned out to be 
incredibly slippery and Eamonn had a 
close call when a tree fell down on the 
portage trail. There was also one eerie 
croc that awaited us towards the end of 
the portage. A very chilly lunch of tuna 
and cheese awaited us at the start of our 
next portage and we ate whilst Alex, 
Gus, Molly, Paige and Owen acted out a 
complex skit entitled the “One Croc 
Killer” that summarized the events of 
the Helen Falls Portage. After two more 
quick portages we arrived at a beautiful 
campsite on Katherine Lake and ate a 

These CdeBs show that you can really dab anywhere... and we mean ANYWHERE.
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dinner of Risotto while Gus entertained 
the group with his Shakespearean insult 
generator. The night ended with Frieda 
leading a massage train while Gus and 
Owen did dishes in the light of 
the stars. 

COUREUR DE BOIS 
(LATE AUGUST)

ROUTE: Emerald Lake Loop. Camp - 
Devil’s Mountain - Obabika Inlet - Emerald 
Lake - Manitou Lake - Turtleshell Lake - 
Skumk Lake - Bear Island - Ferguson 
Bay - Camp.
DATES:  August 18 - 25 2016
LEADERS:  Severen Fischer-Schmidt 
and Ruiaridh MacPhail
PARTICIPANTS: Hamish Ayres, Parker 
Chase, Beck Clinton, Thomas Clinton, 
Clare Farley, Peter Fintelman, Jasper 
Gibson, Mikaela Lewis, Kate Ellen 
MacKay, Tenley McKay.

Day 2
Hours on the water: 9
Weather: Sunny with winds

  We awoke to fog off in the distance. A 
meal of eggs, bacon and English muffins 
was prepared as beds were packed up. 
Breakfast was wolfed down and dishes 
done quickly. Boats were loaded and we 
hopped into them to begin our second 
day of paddling.  Within no time we had 
crossed into Devil’s Bay and happened 
to find an amazing campsite while 
regrouping. There was even a table and 
chairs for a family dinner. We raced 
down Devil’s Bay and arrived at our first 
portage of the day. The portage was 
over with soon enough and we were 
paddling again. Parker and Tenley 
rocked a boat. The portage was a simple 
straightforward 600 meter trail. A 
snack of apples was enjoyed post 
portage. We paddled through Obabika 
Inlet almost all the way to our second 
portage. However, we decided to stop 

for lunch around a kilometer shy of the 
portage. Tuna was enjoyed by most and 
PB and J by the rest. Lunch was short 
and sweet and we were soon back on 
the water paddling to our last portage 
of the day. The portage was longer at a 
little under a kilometer, but it was 
another nice trail. The portage was 
done very fast because of how great the 
kids are at portaging. Clare tried to 
carry the wani but soon opted to 
suitcase the last canoe with Mikaela. At 
around ¾ of the way through Sev found 
them on her way back and relieved 
them. Their hard work saved Sev ¾ of 
an extra load. We paddled around the 
bend and down Obabika into massive 
headwinds to our campsite for the 
night. Stir fry was made with the help 
of Mikaela, Tenley, and Parker. It was 
hungrily eaten after such a large day, bed 
followed swiftly. Night all.

COUREUR DE BOIS (AUGUST)

ROUTE: Ishpatina Ridge Loop.  Camp - 
Napoleon - Sharp Rock - Wakimika Lake - 
Hortense Lake - Nasmith Lake - Chapain 
Lake - Beaver Lake - Florence Lake - 
Melanson Lake - Ishpatina Ridge - 
Smoothwater Lake - Sunnywater Lake - 
Hap’s Falls - Bridal Veil Falls - Willow Island 
- Lady Evelyn - Sharp Rock - Napoleon - 
Ferguson Bay - Camp.
DATES:  August 4 - 24 2016

LEADERS:  Owen Melanson and 
Fiona Ross
PARTICIPANTS: Madigan Gillespie, 
Colin Gould, Emma Helman, Oliver 
Kalff, James Paterson.

Day 16
Distance traveled: 15km
Hours on the water: 7

Canoe trip strong!  These Coureurs de Bois show off their hard-earned muscles.
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Weather: Rainy, sunny, stormy.
Quote of the Day: “My Pokemon 
changed the weather and made it 
sunny!” - Jamie.

   Today we woke up after a bit of a 
sleep-in and the kids made breakfast 
because they were all packed and ready 
to go. After our muffins, we headed out 
onto the water. Our first big day of 
paddling in a long time and everyone’s 
arms were tired. Our first stop was a big  
leaning bridge where we enjoyed some 
yummy chocolate chunks. Little did the 
others know that Colin, Owen and 
Emma had already snacked on wild 
raspberries while waiting for everyone 
to arrive. Jealous! As we continued 
paddling we had to portage around a 
few swifties but we also got to run a few 
small ones which all the kids loved. We 
ate chaps for lunch at a campsite/
portage and Emma played “God” in 
mafia. Her stories about paddling and 
drowning in the clouds made everyone 
laugh. After lunch we continued down 
the river where we had some more short 
portages, the paths filled with 
blueberries, walked down some swifties 
and went swimming. On our last 
portage thunder was heard in the 
distance so we decided to camp. 
Although not the biggest campsite it 
was filled with blueberries so all the 
kids picked blueberries for breakfast as 
it sprinkled rain. We made a big dinner 
of risotto and then hit the tents early to 
get a good sleep for tomorrow.

PIONEER (EARLY JULY)

ROUTE: Noire River. Noire River. Shuttle 
to put-in – Noire River – take out at Black 
River Inn – shuttle to Camp – paddle under 
the Bridge.
DATES:  July 4 - 13 2016

LEADERS:  Sam Angel and Rebekah 
Richardson-Duffy
PARTICIPANTS: Milo Claydon, Tessa 
Dandy, Daniel Horton, Romey 
Karovitch, Eleanore Kelly-Coderre, 
Cedric La Peyre, Hannah Licop, Edan 
Lister-Stevens, Grace Murdoch, Mark 
Teron, Eli Toker.

Day 4
Distance traveled: 18km
Hours on the water: 6
Weather: Rain that turned to sun
   WOAH! Woke up to sky-a-stormin, 
whoop-whoop, some gray skies finally, 
shelter from the sun! We ate 8 grain as 
we finished packing up the sandy site. 
We set off for yet another day of 
hypnotizing river bends under gray 
skies. For lunch we stopped on the side 
of the river for a leftover-rice and bean 
salad jam packed with veggies. (And 
why not throw in the leftover bagels as 
a side?) With bellies full we carried on 
meandering down the Noire. Soon 
enough the sun poked through and it 
was back to the hot days we had been 
seeing before. The sound of roaring 
rapids called “The Wall” marked the 

campsite—finally a sand-free campsite, 
which was somewhat of a relief at this 
point. A bunch of us swam on the little 
beach to the side and a few gave 
themselves a better wash with Eleanor’s 
soap. Cedric and Milo headed up our 
double lentil curry with help from many 
willing hands in the group who were 
chopping veg or opening bags to be 
used. Romey intervened and fed people 
oranges so the seamless production line 
wouldn’t be disrupted. Delicious dinner 
before the kids were chased away by the 
mosquitos. Sleep well all! Enjoy the pine 
needles beneath your backs.

PIONEER (LATE JULY)

ROUTE: Chapleau and Kapuskasing Rivers.  
Shuttle to put-in - Chapleau River - 
Shewabik Lake - Chapleau River - 
Kapuskasing Lake - Kapuskasing River - 
shuttle to Camp - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES:  July 18 - 27 2016

Pioneers: Taking 
Canoeing to the 
Next Level
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LEADERS:  Connor Cepella and 
Morgan Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Martin Ambrose, 
Katie Berwick, Glen Johnson, Romey 
Karovitch, Bar Nyhof, Suzanne Pataut-
Ghez, Eglantine Roch, Seth Rose.

Day 5
Distance traveled: 23km
Hours on the water: 8.25
Weather: Rain, sun, rain, sun, etc.

   The day began with sun, which was a 
surprise given the rain clouds that were 
spotted the previous evening. Oatmeal 
was munched, and then the Pion A’s 
headed off down the seemingly non-
existent portage trail. Seth carried a 
food pack the entire way! A much-
needed swim was enjoyed at the end 
before departing downriver. Lots of 
flatwater was covered with a slight 
tailwind. The Pion A’s gazed at the 
ominous thunderclouds overhead, until 
finally, the rain came pouring down. A 
quick stop for a floating lunch was well 
needed by that time. Gado Gado, 
Mmmm. Jokes told, food eaten, then 
the Pion A’s were on their way again 
with a small headwind, and wait, 
what, sun? This weather is so 
confusing! Bar and crew herded 
ducks down the river, Suzanne and 
Eglantine sang lovely French songs, 
and Romey spotted a family of 
otters! It seems as though more 
wildlife comes out when the 
boisterous Pion A’s are downwind. A 
few easy sets were shot in the late 
afternoon, and then sesame snacks 
were consumed. More sets 
afterwards, then camp was made at 
the start of the Buchan Falls 
portage. Not a bad spot at all! A 
dinner of spaghetti was prepared and 
enjoyed, and then it was time for 
bed. Thanks for another great day!

PIONEER (LATE JULY)

ROUTE: Missinaibi River.  Shuttle to put in 
- Missinaibi Lake - Missinaibi River - take 
out in Mattice - shuttle to Camp - paddle 
under the Bridge.
DATES:  July 18 - 27 2016

LEADERS:  Alex Hodgins and Cori-
Anne Huisman
PARTICIPANTS: Ted Cass, Eric 
Gravelle, Lillian Lowson, Simon Paris, 
Sumner Rajaratnam, Jude Roberge, Sam 
Sutherland, Drew Wood, 
Leona Zuchlinski.

Day 8
Distance traveled: 33km
Hours on the water: 10
Weather: Grey with periods of rain, 
headwinds
Quote of the Day: “My uncle Steven--” 
Ted “is that the uncle who catches the 
big lunkers from the bottom?” - Jude

   We woke up early to get going on our 
long day. The leaders boiled up 8-grain 
and the kids portaged all the gear to the 
other side. Soon we were off running 
the rest of the Devil Sets. When we 
arrived at Devils Base Falls, we scouted 
and decided it was runnable at this 
water level. Wooh! We snuck down the 
RR, and dropped off the small ledge. 
Everyone rocked it! Especially Drew, 
Eric, and Sam who went for a small 
swim in the mojo boat. A quick easy 
rescue of the gear and we were off again 
like lightening. We ran some R1’s like 
pros (we’ve done a lot of those by now). 
We ran the top of Z-drag rapids, but the 
ledge at the bottom was pretty 
intimidating (even for champs who run 
falls), so the campers brought the boats 
down to the leaders and the leaders 
lined them down the RL channel into 
receiving campers’ skilled hands. We 
lunched on PB, J, and honey chapatis at 
Wilson’s Bend. Sam and Drew did some 
sun napping on the rocks in a patch of 
sun. We zoomed through the giant 

Pioneers raft up for a quick break and a scout before shooting their next set.



boulder garden that made up Albany 
rapids before eddying out above the last 
drop. Unfortunately, the ledge was too 
big to run easily. The leaders ran each 
boat down for the campers while the 
campers cheered and made Lord of the 
Rings stick weapons. We sludged 
through the flatwater (after so much 
whitewater flatwater feels slow and too 
easy!) We unloaded and gobbled up 
mac’n’cheese at our site. Last day of 
paddling tomorrow!

PIONEER (JULY)

ROUTE: Coulonge River from Kipawa.  
Shuttle to put in - Lake Kipawa - Hunter’s 
Point Lake - Lac des Loups - Kipawa River - 
Lac Dumoine - Lac Dampont - Lac Oriole - 
Lac Larrive - Coulonge River - take out at 
Terry Fox Bridge - shuttle to Camp - paddle 
under the Bridge.
DATES:  July 7 - 27 2016

LEADERS:  Owen Melanson and 
Sasha Pickering

PARTICIPANTS: Antonia Cass, Patrick 
Dunlop-Ellis, Emma Gordon, Sophie 
Gordon, Savva Vorotynskiy.

Day 12
Hours on the water: 7
Weather: Cloudy, sunny, flash, 
downpour, sunny
Quote of the Day: “I’m going to grow 
up to be Boris the Bounty Hunter and 
then retire to become a successful 
business man in the pharmaceutical and 
kitchen appliance industry... I’m going 
to drive a Mercedes.  But how can I run 
a business in Russia from Monaco?” 
- Savva

   Sleep in! Luxurious. We worked you 
hard on the upstream so we could have 
relaxing, playful days on the Coulonge. 
The girls awoke to a good old fashioned 
steam roll from the leaders while the 
boys awoke to a collapsed tent on their 
heads. Goooodmorning! Time for some 
delicious oatmeal. The boys paddled in 
one boat, the Nodrogs in the other and 
Toni and Sasha in the last. That offered 

some interesting dynamics to say the 
least. Savva went into detail about the 
fate of his future, including the type of 
car according to profession and 
including Patrick as his trusty sidekick 
called “Slavva the Sidekick”, 
respectively. The Nodrogs spent some 
of the day not on speaking terms. We 
snacked on leftover dahl in between sets 
before very daunting clouds rolled in 
rather quickly and a flash rainstorm 
commenced. The wind blew, the current 
pushed and the rain pelted us forward, 
down the river. Fifteen minutes later, 
the sun came back out! After running 
many sets ducky style we came to a bit 
of a falls. This we lifted over on the left 
and ate lunch on the other. More lentils! 
Although this time they were green and 
sweetened with cinnamon, sugar and 
raisins. Biggest appetite award goes to 
Emma! Then everyone fell asleep for a 
post lunch nap. Owen and Emma both 
slept in their respective puddles whilst 
everyone else perched somewhere dry. 
Onward and upward friends! For we 
have Tall Pine rapids to paddle. The 
mojo boat took on a bit too much water 
and the boys went for a swim. The 
Nodrogs masterfully dodged obstacles 
and got out unscathed. The water jug 
wasn’t so successful and it floated down 
the river. We camped near the top of 
the rapid where we had a beautiful view 
of the moon and the mist rising above 
the river. Thank you Toni, Sophie and 
Emma for making big soup, cookies and 
a loaf for tomorrow! May the glow of 
the full moon light up your dreams.

PIONEER (JULY)

ROUTE:  Dumoine River.  Camp - Lake 
Temagami - Snake Lake - Rabbit Lake - 
Matabichewan River - Four Bass Lake - 
Lake Temiskaming - Lac Kipawa - Junters 
Point - Kiwapa River - Dumoine River - 
shuttle to Camp - paddle under the Bridge.
DATES:  July 7 - 26 2016
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Some water just can’t be paddled.  Pioneers walk their boats through a shallow, rocky area.
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LEADERS:  Mark Nicol and 
Helen Thomas
PARTICIPANTS: Eric Chaput, Isaac 
Ewing, Mathieu Forster, Miguel 
Gomeza de Larrea, Sarah Irvine, Sophie 
Karovitch, Nicole Momtahan, 
Frida Purdon.

Day 18
Distance traveled: 6km
Hours on the water: 4
Weather: Cloudy then rainy
Quote of the Day: “Everybody! 
I’m your leader! Follow me!” - 
Sophie as she runs off into the 
forest alone.

   As we arose this morn a thick 
fog was rising off Grand Chutes, 
obscuring the pools above and 
below the waterfall. We had a 
lazy breakfast of 8-grain, before 
rocking the Grand Chutes 
portage in just 1-hour. At the put 
in we had a fun swim, played 
king of the rock, and refueled 
with chocolate chunks. Soon we 
were gallivanting down swifts 
and R1’s, and we found ourselves 
in beautiful Lac Robinson. 
Before we knew what had 
happened, we were at Red Pine 
rapids, our planned campsite 
halfway down the long set. We 
ran the first part of the set, then 
portaged our gear down to the 
campsite. A lunch of delish 
chaps and hummus par Frida 
was devoured, then we hiked 
back up to paddle our boats 
down and play in the set. We 
practiced jet ferries, then tried to surf 
the wave further down the set, near our 
campsite. Isaac and Sarah made a 
wicked upstream ferry, then valiantly 
attempted to surf but were promptly 
flipped. A prolonged rescue ensued, in 
which Mark ran down the RR shore 
while Miguel and Helen paddled down 
the set, chasing the boat. We got it, 
eventually…Isaac, Eric, and Nicole made 

a rad chili, and then we fed each other 
chocolate fondue. At some point Sophie 
became a Wendigo, which soon spread 
throughout the group. Later, Petit 
Poisson madness overcame us all. Led 
by Isaac, we sang and danced our hearts 
out, while swimming for some. 

Everyone was off to bed happy and 
satisfied, although rumor has it that the 
campers were disturbed by a large wild 
animal. Nicole and Mark stayed up late 
playing music, and penned a hit song 
titled Transylvanian Love Story.

PIONEER (EARLY AUGUST)

ROUTE: Noire River. Shuttle to put-in – 
Noire River – take out at Black River Inn – 
shuttle to Camp – paddle under the Bridge.

DATES:  August 3 - 12 2016

LEADERS:  Grant Bowles 
Conover and Tess McCutcheon
PARTICIPANTS: Charlotte 
Briceno, Madeleine Brown, 
Brandin Geiler, Claire Hunter, 
Calum Murray, Felix Quastel, 
Ethan Rajaratnam, Leo Rawlyk, 
Max Rosen, Relmu Wilson-
Valdes, Nelle Wit.

Day 5
Distance traveled: 16km
Hours on the water: 7.25
Weather: Hot and sunny

   We awoke and packed up at 
what seemed like hyper-speed as 
for the first time on trip 
breakfast was finished after 
everything was packed up and 
loaded. Unreal pancakes were 
enjoyed by all, thanks Tess! With 
Calum’s homemade maple syrup 
being the “piece de resistance”. 
We embarked on to the river 
and what seemed like a short 
time later we were rafted 
together to enjoy our delish 
lunch of bean salad which Claire 
spiced perfectly. A somewhat 
interesting serving style was 
implemented but we’re pretty 

sure everybody got food. We had to 
disembark from the raft and pull over 
to the side of the river to finish lunch as 
we had arrived at our first set/portage of 
the day. The top was run pauwfectly and 
the portage was conquered poste-haste. 
We paddled until we eventually arrived 
at Targie rapids, the leaders went ahead 
to scout while the campers unloaded. At 
the other side of the portage Tess and 

Pioneers meet the Lumberjack in Iroquois Falls, Ontario.
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Grant ran into the coolest family on the 
planet and decided on the spot that’s 
what they wanted to be when they grew 
up. We decided to give the family some 
space and camped at the top of the 
portage after taking the boats across to 
the finish. An out of this world curry 
was prepared and eaten and then 
brownies were made by Calum for 
dessert. There was the most tense 
wang-ho of life afterwards with a big 
winner for the brownies being 
declared...FELIX was the winner which 
everybody was suuuuper happy about. 
Sleep well guys tomorrow’s another 
big day.

PIONEER (LATE AUGUST)

ROUTE: Coulonge River.  Shuttle to put in - 
Coulonge River - take out at Terry Fox 
Bridge - shuttle to Camp - paddle under 
the Bridge.

DATES:  August 17 - 26  2016

LEADERS:  Morgan Hodgins and 
Helen Thomas
PARTICIPANTS: Samuel Carey, Jordan 
Decker, Megan Farley, Lukas Goettke, 
Deanie Harding, Nathan Hartman, Alex 
King, Abrial Levisky, Ella MacPhail, 
Gabriel Riendeau, Ella Taylor, 
Ella Vitols.

Day 2
Distance traveled: 13km
Hours on the water: 5.5
Weather: Hot hot hot
Quote of the Day: “I’m Jordan and I 
jav...” - Jordan
   Our first morning of trip dawned clear 
and sunny and quickly our Pions 
decamped from their beds to enjoy a 
delicious b-fast of eggs, English muffins, 
bacon and avocado. Our morning at the 
hunting camp ended with a river 
morphology session where we talked 

about maneuvers in 
white-water and all 
the fun we were 
going to get up to. 
Eventually we 
pushed off and 
quickly we were at 
the first set of trip
—a nice R1. From 
there we bounced 
down some great 
swifties and R1s 
under the bright 
sun and soon we 
came upon Tall 
Pines, our first 
challenge of trip. 
We lifted over the 
first ledge and 
paddled over to 
the shore for a 
lunch of bagels, 
cream cheese and 
cucumber while 
the leaders scouted 
the set. After lunch 

and excessive mafia, we all scouted the 
set before whooping and hollering down 
the set and through the great wave 
train. With Tall Pines under our belts 
we coasted down a small ledge and 
paddled the R1s and swifties masterfully 
to our campsite despite some campers 
battling the Canyon’s tendency to curve 
in flatwater. 
   We camped early and took our apple 
snack in the water as we swam in the 
current and chilled out in a surprisingly 
strong eddy. Slowly a massive pile of 
firewood was gathered and many sat 
down to chop various vegetables for 
stir-fry headed up by Deanie, Alex and 
Gabriel. The evening was marked by the 
discovery of how good raw sweet potato 
tastes, especially compared to normal 
potatoes, and this led us to discuss 
various food fantasies before devouring 
the delicious dinner. After dinner, mafia 
was played as cookies were fried for 
dessert and Nathan started on a mission 
to carve a spoon. As night fell, a full 
moon rose and bathed the campers in 
light as they stayed up chatting. What a 
great first paddling day!

PIONEER (LATE AUGUST)

ROUTE: Noire River. Shuttle to put-in – 
Noire River – take out at Black River Inn – 
shuttle to Camp – paddle under the Bridge.
DATES:  August 17 - 26 2016

LEADERS:  Mark Nicol and 
Sasha Pickering
PARTICIPANTS: Sasha Edwards, James 
Hemphill, Callum Keenan, Kate 
Melanson, Maddie Norman, Rae 
Panayi, Rachel Steel, Charlie Taaffe, 
Tomas Van Beusekom, Malachi Winter.

Day 3
Distance traveled: 16km
Hours on the water: 6.5
Weather: Hot, blue skyAugust Pioneers believe there is no such thing as a bad waterfall.



Quote of the Day: “I like the movie 
Tangled.  You know the movie Tangled? 
I like that movie.” - Malachi

   Wow. A very fun day, if nothing else. 
The day is a blur of water fights and 
goofing around, but I will try to recall. 
After a nice sleep-in, campers awoke to 
Mark and Sasha’s rendition of ‘We’ve 
Come A Long Way’ by the McGarrigle 
sisters. Sasha’s famous oatmeal, with 
many fixings, was enjoyed, and after a 
quick swim and feelings check we were 
off to the races. Like yesterday, the river 
meandered left, then right, and back 
again in an endless sequence and tight 
bends. There were many sticks to avoid, 
and a dam here and there. It was 
stinking hot, and soon we stopped for 
granola bars and fun. Many front flips 
were done, and the Long Jump event 
took place. Calum won, I think, 
although Tomas held the lead for most 
of the competition. Then it was 
onward, down the spine of the winding 
snake! Botticelli was played, causing 
most boats to move quite slowly, but 
not to worry--why rush on a day as 
beautiful as this? We stopped again, at 
another beach, this time for cabbage 
salad. Hilariously, Malachi attempted to 
eat his salad while floating in the pink 
tube, but he fell out and desperately 
tried to swim to shore while keeping his 
lunch out of the water. As usual, we 
swam and played for a while after lunch. 
We paddled for another few hours, then 
decided to call it quits at a long beach 
site that rounded a bend. For a long 
time, campers goofed around in the 
mud, while Rae, Maddie and the leaders 
chatted about life. Impressively, Rae 
dug a hole longer than her arm and 
reached water. Soon, however, an 
intense anger overtook the group, and 
we descended into a brutal mud war. It 
was everyone for themselves, and it was 
very dirty. He doesn't seem to 
remember, but Mark was possessed by a 
mud spirit for a while after he was 
severely beaten and muddied by Rae 
and Kate. Eventually we decided we 

may want food and shelter, so we set up 
camp, and Sacha, Calum, and Charlie 
went on a cross-river firewood mission. 
J.P. and Maddie fried up some delish 
quesadillas while Mark, Rachel, Kate 
and Rae clandestinely baked Sasha a 
birthday cake, and wrote her a non-
happy-birthday birthday song. Also, we 
ate no-bakes when we got to the site. 
Throughout the evening, the group was 
filled with Gotchya tension, and many 
attacks were attempted. Cake was 
eaten, the song was sung, and the 
campers stayed up super late hootin’ 
and hollerin’ about who knows what. 
Awesome day, friends. 

PIONEER (AUGUST)

ROUTE: Coulonge-Noire Crossover - St. 
Martin’s crossing.  Shuttle to put-in at Lac 
Camatose - lake hopping to Coulonge – down 
the Coulonge River – Noire River – take out 
at Black River Inn – shuttle to Camp – 
paddle under the Bridge.

DATES:  August 5 - 25 2016

LEADERS:  Connor Cepella and 
Alex Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Cole Barclay, Jack 
Heath, Theodore Heintzman, Paul 
Limousin de Neuvic, Samuel Liptay, Lee 
Rosensweet, Wilson Symons, 
Alexander Wolf.

Day 9
Distance traveled: 33km
Hours on the water: 8
Weather: Clouds then sun

   The Pions woke to grey skies but 
luckily no rain. Although it was no 
longer raining, a wet wood fire was still 
required so there was no hot chocolate 
for the group. On the water a bit later 
than expected, after being passed again 
by the group from Camp Kanawana. 
Around and around, bend after bend, 
the Pions chatted about philosophy and 
how to lead a good life. After a short 
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period of time on the water, we 
encountered the sound of a waterfall, 
which we decided to follow into the 
woods. The short hike turned into a 
longer hike as the Pions explored for 
mushrooms and admired large white 
pine trees. After searching the river bed 
for the boats, we had a tasty tuna lunch 
and paddled more. As the day came to a 
close, guitars came out and the valley 
formed by the river turned into a 
concert hall. All the classics were sung 
as the Pions floated down river in the 
evening light. We even passed the group 
from Camp Kanawana again! More 
floating, camp was made on a sandbar 
and GORP was devoured. Thanks for a 
great day!

PIONEER (AUGUST)

ROUTE: Dumoine River.  Dumoine River.  
Camp - Lake Temagami - Snake Lake - 

Rabbit Lake - Matabichewan River - Four 
Bass Lake - Lake Temiskaming - Lac 
Kipawa - Junters Point - Kiwapa River - 
Dumoine River - shuttle to Camp - paddle 
under the Bridge.
DATES:  August 5-25, 2016

LEADERS:  Fraser Cepella and Cori-
Anne Huisman
PARTICIPANTS: Matthew Blumberg, 
Elliot Carusone, Alannah Chung, Robyn 
Fyfe, Kate Gyles, Min Timmins, 
Everett Vitols.

Day 12
Distance traveled: 22km
Hours on the water: 8.75
Weather: Cloudy with long periods 
of rain.
Quote of the Day: “Would you like me 
to help stabilize the boat?” - Cori “No, 
I’m good.” - Matt *tips boat and 
falls out*

   We were awoken by the lovely singing 
voice of Cori. It was an overcast day, 
which made it somewhat of a struggle 
to get out of our cozy sleeping bags. 
When our bags were all packed and 
loaded into boats we settled down into 
the sand for some warm and delicious 
peach crisp. After breakfast we were 
quickly on our way to our first drag 
upstream on the Kipawa River. For 
lunch we enjoyed bean salad wraps. A 
leech almost bit Kate’s hand when she 
was picking up a chickpea she had 
dropped in the water, but Matt warned 
her just in time. Lunch was finished and 
we continued our drag upstream. It 
rained the rest of the day but that didn’t 
stop us from laughing and having fun. 
Almost as soon as we arrived at the 
campsite Cori and Matt were unloading 
their boat when Matt tipped out of the 
boat and fell straight into the water. It 
was HILARIOUS!! For dinner Alannah 
handcrafted some delectable 
mac’n’cheese that we quickly ate up. 
Everyone was tired after a long and 
successful day, so after we ate we retired 
to our tents and went to sleep.

BAY TRIP (JULY)

ROUTE: Kesagami River. Shuttle to Upper 
Kesagami Lake – Kesagami River – James 
Bay – Moose River to Moosonee – train and 
bus to Camp – paddle under the Bridge.
 
DATES:  July 5 - 28 2016

The Beauty of 
Remote Rivers 
with Bay Trippers

Bay Trippers stretch it out (or wrestle it out!) on the tidal flats of James Bay.
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LEADERS:  Kai Bruce and 
Tess McCutcheon
PARTICIPANTS: Atticus Cameron, 
Perry Dollar, Sarah Graham, 
Christopher Lewis, Lucas Mahoney, 
Danielle McGill, Laura Peberdy, 
Ryan Seck.

Day 19
Distance traveled: 30km
Hours on the water: 11
Weather: Sun and clouds.  Quite chilly 
all day.
Quote of the Day: “Tess, sometimes I 
can’t tell if you’re about to guide a canoe 
trip or lead a jazzercise class.” - Atticus

			Today was just terrific! We got on the 
water at the reasonable hour of 5 and 
pointed our boats north west around 
Nettitishi Point. We stopped and 
enjoyed the site of the big glowing 
orange sun nestled by cotton candy 
clouds rise slowly above the horizon 
line where the sky meets the Arctic 
Ocean. We paddled in silence taking in 
our surroundings, captivated and in awe 
of the stillness and beauty. We stopped 
in the still water for a breakfast of 
granola as dawn turned to morning. We 
dismantled our raft and paddled north, 
excited for the day and mournful for the 
several pieces of cutlery we had just lost 
moments before. We paddled until once 
again we could feel our stomachs calling 
and so we stopped for a brief but 
satisfying snack of cookies and fruit 
snacks. Lucas and Kai won a big winner 
wang-ho for the rest of the fruit 
gummies, lucky guys! We continued to 
make our way north west until we found 
ourselves beached on a sandbank. We 
promptly made coffee to warm us up 
and put on all the remaining warm 
layers as we anticipated the chill that 
would fall upon us once we stopped 
paddling. Warmed by the coffee and 
wool, we began to wander the flats. We 
took pictures, read, had some food, and 
before we knew it our time being 
beached was coming to an end. We took 

our final hilarious group pictures and 
then hopped back in our boats aiming 
for the Moose River. We passed by 
objects that were once kilometers in 
front of us, and in no time we were 
paddling the final kilometers to Ship 
Sands. Once there we hugged each 
other and collapsed with exhaustion. 
We all took brief lie-downs then the 
campers started on a group effort pizza, 
which was just the right meal! The sun 
rays were warm on our faces in the cool 
air while we took in the rest of the day. 
One by one we slowly moved to our 
tents and fell quickly to sleep.		

BAY TRIP (JULY)

ROUTE: Kesagami River. Shuttle to Upper 
Kesagami Lake – Kesagami River – James 
Bay – Moose River to Moosonee – train and 
bus to Camp – paddle under the Bridge.

DATES:  July 5 - 28 2016

LEADERS:  Fraser Cepella and 
Alicia Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Madison Demaria, 
Phillippe Forster, Carmen Gomeza de 
Larrea, William Kauffman, Callum 
McConnell, Callum Nicolas, William 
Paterson, Charlotte Van Dyke Talbot.

Day 18
Distance traveled: 17km
Hours on the water: 7
Weather: Cloudy
Quote of the Day: “Well it’s Bay Trip, so 
we should probably make it to the Bay” 
- Phil

   We awoke to a cold cloudy morning, a 
slow meal of oatmeal, and Phil’s famous 
slips into the water. Our boats hit the 
river and may I also mention that Fraser 
ate his share of oatmeal while paddling 

The classic train car shot - July Bay Trippers pose for the must-have end of trip photo in Moosonee.
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which made him go up on the “cool” 
scale.  Paddling on flat water seems 
quite tedious after 10 days of intense 
rapids but at the same time it was such 
a refreshing experience as we could hear 
the smaller sounds of the forest. The 
mist and greyness of the day was 
beautiful. After zooming through 
swifties and grinding through gravel 
bars we decided that we should improve 
our lifestyles and have an early lunch. 
We continued down the river until we 
hit the coolest spot in the world 
(according to me) the intersection of 
the Kesagami and Katawagami rivers. 
Two different worlds were suddenly 
joined; two waters mixed and played in 
the clay created by low tide (which had 
slowly crept up the river from the bay). 
We also filled our two barrels with 
freshwater, knowing that the bay is 
salty. Therefore we would hydrate 
through barrel water. It was actually 
really fun to fill the barrels with water 
and dump river water into them. 5km 
away from our campsite we pushed on, 
some of the boys ate dried oats (still 
confused about that one) and dried fruit 
and in no time at all we were at Goose 

Camp! It was hard to paddle though 
because at this point in the day we were 
fighting a current, the tide coming in! 
Goose Camp was very buggy but the 
view was super nice – a pink sky was 
reflected in the water below us. We had 
tuna turnovers for dinner, a scrub in the 
muddy water and we will wake up at 
3:15am to catch the tide tomorrow 
morning. – Charlotte 

BAY TRIP (AUGUST)

ROUTE: Harricana River.  Shuttle to put in 
off James Bay Highway - Harricana River - 
James Bay - Moose River to Moosonee - 
train and bus to Camp - paddle under 
the Bridge.
DATES:  August 3 - 26 2016

LEADERS:  Jean Murray and 
Asa Thomas
PARTICIPANTS: Selena Bob, Ava 
Cairns-Locke, Rowan Darlison, Gabriel 
Fischer-Schmidt, Emily Gardner, Daniel 
Goettke, Mathew Hartman, Rachel 

Heath, Dana King, Jack Panayi, Sean 
Richardson, Cian Wilson-Valdes.

Day 8
Distance traveled: 10km
Hours on the water: 5.5
Weather: Cool and sunny with a 
chilly wind

   First full day of whitewater, yeehaw! 
A tasty and filling meal of pancakes and 
oatmeal loaded us up, and then we 
breezed through a couple of kilometers 
of calm water and soon enough we were 
on the approach to One Mile Island. 
We approached with great caution 
through some R1-swifty business until 
we got into the meat of it. We had a 
great time shooting and lining some 
sweet sets, with a bit of a challenging 
line through an R2 right before lunch 
that everyone slayed! We paused on a 
big flat rock in the middle of the set to 
enjoy both potato salad and the 
incredible view simultaneously. It was 
hard not to feel pure joy there, 
surrounded by beautiful scenery, 
satiated from lunch, the sun shining 
down, and the promise of more 
whitewater to come. 
   And come it did! We paddled 
onwards, downwards, and northwards 
through some easy rocky fun-times, 
briefly portaging over a rock island – 
made challenging by the strong wind 
and steep, rocky put-in. Then, on our 
final set of the day we hit a set with 
some waves that became much bigger 
than they had seemed. Everyone hit the 
line perfectly but we all took on tons of 
water and some took on so much that 
they swamped. Fortunately for us, the 
spot downstream where we assembled 
all the rescued gear turned out to be a 
perfect campsite, so we called it a day 
there. Ava cooked us an amazing curry 
while others napped and Daniel made 
cookies for dessert. Then, before you 
could say “Kobe!”, it was off to bed! 

Bay Trippers will tell you - sandbars are the best place to practice handstands.
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WILDERNESS LEADERS IN 
TRAINING (JULY)

ROUTE: Kobicatana Dip - Flat Water 
Training Trip.
DATES:  July 23-26, 2016

LEADERS:  Jean Murray and 
Asa Thomas
PARTICIPANTS: Ian Karovitch, Lennox 
Li, Dana Price, Sadie Segriff.

Day 1
Distance traveled: 24km
Hours on the water: 6.5
Weather: Hot and sunny.
Quote of the Day: “If I see a wheel, I 
spin it!” - Sadie.

   We left camp today at 10:30am with 
side winds until we turned onto the 
Northwest Arm of Lake Temagami. 
Then we had tailwinds and travelled 
quickly. Then we went into a bay where 
we met our first portage. It had a nice 
takeout and a very clear trail and very 
wide put in. The portage was about 
450m long. The weather was hot and 
sunny so we decided to have lunch on 
some rocks in Kokoko Lake and also go 
for a swim. Lunch was bagels, cream 
cheese, cucumber, and tomato. We 
arrived at lunch at 1 and were back on 
the water at 2.

   Wasted no time heading to our 
portage that was just down a small 
creek. Our last portage of the day had a 
large rock on its takeout and the entire 
200m trail was rocky. There was a small 
walkway of wood leading to a dock that 
was our put-in. While enjoying green 
apples, our leaders (Dana and Sadie) 
noticed that Ian was missing 
(simulation). Dana stayed with the 
campers while Sadie searched the trail 2 
times whistling and calling his name. 
Dana then found him on the third walk, 
he was dehydrated and lethargic. Once 
rehydrated, Ian instantly recovered and 
the group paddled off toward our 
campsite, traveling down Kokoko Bay 
to the campsite near Birch Lake. We 
arrived at the well established campsite 
at 5 and immediately began dinner. The 
campsite was grassy near the takeout 
with a few tent sites back in the forest 
down a clear trail. Sadie and Dana made 
a well enjoyed curry that was followed 
by Asa’s creation of date squares and 
Sadie’s experimental rice pudding. Both 
desserts were thoroughly tasty.  After 
some ukulele playing, group book 
(Death on the Barrens) reading, and a 
group debrief, everyone headed to 
their tents. 

WILDERNESS LEADERS IN 
TRAINING (AUGUST)

ROUTE: Dumoine River - White Water 
Training Trip.
DATES:  August 6-11, 2016.

LEADERS:  Kai Bruce and 
Alicia Hodgins
PARTICIPANTS: Alison Bell, Teyoha’te 
Brant, Francois Fontaine, Charles 
Hunter, Maggi-Lee Kerr, 
Lucas Whitear.

Day 4
Distance traveled: 0 
Quote of the Day: “Everyone come 
here... even the bearded one.” 
- Francois

   Oh sleep ins! How wonderful they are! 
And to top it all off we had a Canadian 
classic – beaver tails – for breakfast. 
Then came the paddling – multiple trips 
up the portage to the top of Little Steel 
to practice our moves in tandem and 
solo boats. People ferried from the eddy 
half way up and at the bottom in the 
slack water. We had lots of swims which 
was welcomed in the hot weather. 
Lunch was a yummy potato salad and 
then we got back up and continued to 

WLITs demonstrate their skills in a simulation at the end of their Wilderness First Aid Course.

Learning to Lead 
with the WLITs 
and the Magic of 
the Moisie on VI
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do runs down Little Steel. Kai and 
Alicia took a boat up to the top and 
“dumped” on the way down… turns out 
Alicia “broke her leg” and Kai got 
“hypothermia” so they were 
“evacuated” (all purposefully planned as 
part of a practice first aid scenario for 
the campers to test their first aid skills). 
Pizza was prepared, we all scrubbed and 
we had lessons on: boat and equipment 
care by Francois, and fire building by 
Dea. As the sun went down Francois 
and Lucas set up their tarp – for style 
points of course. Good night future 
leaders – you improved your paddling so 
much today! 

VOYAGEUR I (AUGUST)

ROUTE: Moisie River via Pekans River.  
Shuttle to put-in - Pekans River - Moisie 
River - shuttle to Camp - paddle under 
the Brudge.
DATES:  August 1 - 27 2016

LEADERS:  Bronwyn Hodgins and 
Jake Norris
PARTICIPANTS: Claire Barclay, Taj 
Dyson, Ivor Forrest, Theophile 
Fournier, Pearce Gould, Nicholas Kaegi, 

Sebastian Kalff, Zack Levisky, Kai 
Malcolm, Dana Price, Zoe Rogers, 
Sadie Segriff.
Day 20
Distance traveled: 27km
Hours on the water: 7.5
Weather: Cloudy, raining, cold

   Woke up quick at about 7:00, just 
thought we had to get on the river soon. 
We pushed off the site after consuming 
eggs, bacon, and hash browns with a 
sprinkle of Clif bars. Reached our first 
set promptly. Jake and Kai went first. 2/3 
down the set we realized an error was 
made - no spray deck. Swamped through 
the giant wave train just shy of an eddy. 
Self rescued the boat, wannigan, and 
personal. Got the boat emptied and 
bombed down the rest of the set to 
retrieve all the other gear. The rest of 
the group donned their spray decks and 
cruised through the set with relative 
ease. Shot the next swifty and stopped 
before the next big section of 
whitewater. No Bake’s were made, 
hydration occurred and we were off to 
shoot the next section. Did the R3 
portion in two segments. Big waves, 
technical moves around many pillow 
rocks. Got to the bottom and stopped 
for lunch. An absolute delicious logan 

loaf was had. Kai, Ivor, and Zack regaled 
some “interesting” events in their lives. 
Determined to make some distance in 
just some swift current we paddled on 
later into the evening to a beautiful 
hidden campsite. Split pea soup with 
cheese dumplings and s’mores for the 
group, early bed for the gang. 
Great Day!

VOYAGEUR II

ROUTE: Eagle - Bell - Big Fish - Mackenzie.  
Inuvik - Eagle River - upstream on the Bell 
River - overland - Big Fish River - 
Mackenzie River - take out in Tuktoyuktuk - 
fly back to Ontario and shuttle to Camp - 
paddle under the Bridge.
DATES:  July 2 - August 27, 2016

LEADERS:  North de Pencier and 
Scott McCutcheon
PARTICIPANTS: Liam Agnew, Jacob 
Fischer, Olivia Gordon, Alise Grant, 
Declan Gray, Thomas Heinrich, Molly 
Heintzman, Chanel MacDiarmid, 
Nowlan Maynes, Brigid Roeder, James 
Smallhorn-West, Emmerson Wilson.

Day 25
Distance traveled: 5km
Hours on the water: 6.5
Weather: Sun

   It is worth noting that the road ahead 
is as long as, and probably more difficult 

Under the 
Midnight Sun with 
the Voyageur IIsVIIs show off some caribou antlers found by (surprise!) Caribou Lake.
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than, the road behind. It is also worth 
noting that this is the longest road we 
have ever travelled. Each new day is a 
new accomplishment in itself, and each 
day after is an exponentially greater 
accomplishment.  Every moment and 
memory is a trophy in our minds cases. 
Some are good memories that shine and 
glimmer like golden chalices, while 
others are poor memories- dull, plain 
brown participation ribbons. But each 
posses individual value. While some are 
desirable and naturally attainable, 
others are undesirable but are 
unavoidable; if they did not fall into our 
paths against our will we would not go 
out of our way to reach for them. 
   The golden trophies will be 
remembered with fondness, they will be 
the stories we tell and retell. But the 
participation ribbons will be our silent 
burden, in our private moments we will 
look back on them. Each step we take 
with them will make us stronger, long 
after the ribbon has been awarded. Our 
own knowledge that we have lived 
through these trials and hard times for 
which we earned these participation 
ribbons will give us the strength to go 
through our future challenges, and the 
strength from defeating these future 
challenges will strengthen us further, 
adding to the power we have earned 
from these ribbons. 
   Like a trophy case, we will display the 
golden chalices  with pride when asked, 
but the participation ribbons will 
remain forever at the back. Unseen, but 
protected and cherished, understood 
only by those who  shared these 
experiences  with us. Therefore I 
submit that the road behind us is not 
actually behind us but within us. Each 
experience does not drain us but 
instead adds to us, like trees we die in 
the cold, to grow bigger in the warmth. 
like muscles we are torn apart only to 
grow stronger. There will be times 
when we will fall short of our goals and 
marks and only earn participation 
ribbons, but there will also be times 

when we will surpass our goals and 
claim the golden chalice for our own. 
When  we win these golden chalices 
and dominate the challenge ahead of us, 
we will feel vindicated, but when all we 
can earn is the participation ribbon, I 
believe we should feel even more 
vindicated because it is proof that, in 
the face of all that was terrible, we 
remained. We remained not for the 
stories or pictures, but for the strength 
and the ones who remained beside us, 
knowing that as long as one of us 
stayed, we would all stay, and that every 
reward we earned we would earn 
together, no matter how small....

- Declan

VOYAGEUR II

ROUTE: Caribou Creek - Kugaluk River - 
Arctic Ocean.  Inuvik - shuttle to put-in off 
the Dempster Highway - Caribou Creek - 
Caribou Lake - lake hopping and portaging 
to High Point Lake - Crossing Creek Lake - 
Kugaluk River - Arctic Ocean - take out at 
Nicholson Penninsula - air shuttle to Inuvik 

- fly back to Ontario and shuttle to Camp - 
paddle under the Bridge.
DATES:  July 2 - August 27 2016

LEADERS:  Emma Hobbs and 
Angus MacPhail
PARTICIPANTS: Bronwyn Bates, Neil 
Brubacher, Michael Cheesequay, Gavin 
Clarke, Jack Gardiner, Logan Germain, 
Amelia Keenan, Klade Kerr, Samuel 
Klooster, Cameron MacPhail, 
Kyla Ruch.

Day 15
Distance traveled: 11km
Hours on the water: 7
Weather: Grey and cloudy

   We woke in marginal fear of the soft 
pattering of a light sprinkle doing its 
best to obscure the noise of the alarm. 
Grudgingly we rose and began breakfast 
and coffee by which time we were 
actually appreciating the cooler weather 
(the rain had stopped). After muffins 
and oatmeal we were off onto our last 2 
km of creek! As it began opening up the 
excitement was palpable in the chilly 
morning air. Finally!! A lake!! Water not 

VIIAs on Day One of trip - ready to begin the adventure of a lifetime.
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enclosed 
between a few 
measly feet of 
space!! After 
paddling 
halfway across 
the lake we 
stopped for a 
lunch of 
hummus and 
tortillas. The 
space was 
more open, 
flat, mossy, 
and full of 
cloudberries 
than we had 
seen thus far, 
raising 
speculation 
on how long 
such beautiful 
camping ground could last. Caribou 
antlers were found leading to many a 
photo while Sam managed to catch the 
first trip fish! Lunch then swiftly 
devolved into an 8-minute nap followed 
by wrestling before hitting the water 
once more. Not too much later, a 
beautiful and epic campsite was found 
as people swiftly emptied the boats to 
take them out to fish emboldened and 
hopeful from our/Sam’s earlier success. 
Alas, none were caught, so we settled 
for alfredo made by Bronwyn, Sam, and 
Kyla! Bronwyn then busted out her 
group treat of chocolate chip cookies!!  
And so the night came to a satisfying 
close after a fantastic day. 

Day 43
Distance traveled: 18km
Hours on the water: 6
Weather: Cloudy

   The early morning sun rose cloudless 
over the hill guarding the eastern side 
of our campsite. A light wind slowed 
the fire lighting but brought the scent 
of the sea from beyond Liverpool Bay. 
People packed up tents swiftly before 

breakfast of oatmeal was had by the 
water. The winds picked up a little 
blowing in an eastern crosswind as we 
pushed the boats into the water and 
forged north. Sandy barren cliffs made 
up the coastline endlessly on both sides 
of our relatively narrow bay. The day 
passed smoothly and uneventfully til 
lunch though we were pursued by a 
host of dark clouds. Every time we stop 
now it is accompanied by a swift 
scrambled up the nearest height of land 
where the barrens unfold themselves 
before us. They are comprised of low, 
knee-height scrub or flat grass, flowing 
as if a terrestrial sea, over the nearby 
hills and off into the distance. Amongst 
them are set a myriad of lakes, streams, 
and hummocky swamps, often only 
determinable from a distance by a 
thickening of greenery as the water 
feeds taller and thicker bushes. The 
cliffs themselves are fighting a losing 
war of attrition against the sea. Thin 
sections stand resolute against its might 
while, between them, sections liquefy 
and drain into the sea or slump in large 
steps. We spent a couple hours atop one 
of these cliffs reading and lunching on 

Thai noodle salad. Having covered 
most of our distance in the morning, 
our afternoon was a brief paddling 
affair. We came upon a low point in the 
cliffs where a river valley pooled into a 
small estuary separated from the sea by 
a thin strip of sand cut by the 
connecting stream. The tent sites, 
scattered atop the hills guiding the river 
to the ocean, afforded beautiful vistas 
of the surrounding hills, brooding 
ocean, and glass-surfaced estuary. Our 
kitchen was set up in a flat spot beside 
the lake, sheltered from the wind by the 
hills of the valley. Dinner of rice and 
beans was made while others went off 
on exploratory hikes. As sheets of rain 
began sweeping in, we crawled into our 
tents after a beautiful day.

The beauty and isolation of a Northern River - untouched and mostly unseen.  What more can you say?
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By Ted Moores, Board of Directors 
Chair and CEO 

S WE COMPLETE our 85th 
year, I can’t help but think 
about the evolution of 
Wanapitei, what has 
changed and what hasn’t.  

The last one is the easiest; at least 
partially, it’s the northern canoe 
tripping wilderness, the shared 
adventures, the lifelong friendships, and 
the commitment to egalitarianism and 
integrity.  I believe the formation of 
those shared values at Wanapitei has 
kept people together as dear friends, 
even those of us who rarely see each 
other after 50+ years.
   The Sandy Inlet property, secured by 
Ed Archibald 86 years ago, has had a 
variety of lives from aboriginal 
gatherings, to a mission for orphaned 
boys, a boys’ camp, an Olympic training 
facility, and a fishing camp, but the 
essence has remained unchanged since 
1956 when the coed camp was launched 
by Laura-Belle and Stan Hodgins. 
   There have been lots of temporary 
fixes to the site and several major 
projects - the building of Sangego in 
1971, the Katimavik cabins, and the log 
cabin for the wintering partners.  A few 
years ago, we began a yearly program of 
upgrading the site with mostly 
volunteer planning and labor.  I’ll 
highlight two areas that had always 
been areas of intense activity on the 
site; the riverfront/canoe dock area and 
the site of the old front dock, 
(including the only granite shelf on 
the property).  
   The canoe yard, with the old, oil-
soaked delco generator building, was 
functional but always felt a bit 
industrial, and it was too noisy to hear 
canoe instruction when the generator 

was on.  Manitou, the Great Spirit of 
the Algonquian people, intervened on 
our behalf with spontaneous 
combustion, burned down the 
generator shack and insurance gave us 
the capital to develop a new generator 
site behind the kitchen.  Next came a 
new bridge (2006).  Now we could 
really do justice to the tradition of 
welcoming returning “heroes” from 
their canoe trips.  The canoe yard 
eventually took over all of the property 
from the Hospital, (the only remaining 
Father Paradis building), to Sangego.  
The wood-canvas fleet found a new 

home in a dedicated canoe shed and we 
built stacking canoe racks, so the 
grounds can be clear for activities.  
Sangego had a facelift, the canoe dock 
area was expanded with a new dock last 
year, and in 2016 a new Dick Twain (the 
trip equipment facility -now including a 
map room) was completed.  This finally 
rounded out the riverfront rehab 
project started 14 years ago.
   The old dock jutting out from the 
granite shelf, where the Aubrey Cousins 
(ferry boat and camper transportation) 

...continued on next page

From Our CEO: Site Development Over Time

A

Top: (Before) The “Post Office” building used up until 2014 as storage for art supplies and kayaks.
Bottom: (After) The Activity Centre and Craft “Tent”, completed in Summer 2016, support our 
growing in camp pr0gram.
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Site Development
... Continued from previous page 

area for a landed years ago, was a main 
activity  good half century, yet has 
ceased to exist as an activity hub since 
the floating swim dock was built down 
the beach.  Heffy (our site manager and 
wintering partner for over 20 years) 
designed and built a new swing set, 
replacing the 1932 one, and then a year 
ago, we cleared the brush and rubble to 
build a new, and for the first-time 
permanent, arts and crafts building.  It 
has an exquisite front porch overlooking 
the beach and a view of the height of 
Napoleon across the bay.   Beside this 
came an Activity Centre - stage and all - 
to take a programming load off of the 
dining hall.  Both of these buildings 
reflect the camp’s dedication to being 
for young people too, not just 15 to 18-
year-old trippers.  They also draw 
attention back to the old activity hub.  
   The next things on the list include 
new steel on cabin roofs, a new camper 
cabin or two, a new office and a whole 
energy-efficient thrust including solar 
energy.  All but one of the major 
projects have been completed.  About 
the kitchen, Stan Hodgins, in 1956, said, 
“this thing needs to be replaced”.  The 
kitchen remains the same with updated 
equipment inside.  A new one is not a 
small undertaking since it has to start 
after camp is over and be completed 
before camp starts again.  However, a 
plan is hatching for the project, and 
we’ll welcome all contributions to 
enable it to happen.  As always, any 
dreams and ideas you may have for the 
site are welcome.  

Top: (Before) The third Bridge, where the welcome back tradition truly began.
Bottom: (After) The current Bridge, completed 2006, supports some of the 375+ revelers at Harvest.

Top: (Before) Dick Twain Trip Stores in 2015 - too small and sinking into the mud.
Bottom: (After) The New Dick Twain, here under construction, was completed in 2016.
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FEBRUARY
THIS MONTH: The Paddler arrives 
* in your mailbox!

MARCH
THIS MONTH: Camper Medical and 
* Friend Request Forms online

APRIL
THIS MONTH: Preview our 2017 
* camp clothing and place your 
* pre-order
1st: 2nd Installment of camp fees due
* for families on a payment plan.
8th: VII 2017 Family Information 
* Session (for this summer’s VII 
* campers and their families)

MAY
1st: 3rd installment of camp fees due
* for families on a payment plan
1st: Final balance of camp fees due 
* for those not on a 
* payment plan.

JUNE
1st: Last day to submit Medical 
* Forms and confirm 
* transportation plans; final 
* installment of camp fees due
* for families on a payment plan

19th: Camp office moves
 * to Temagami.
22nd: Staff training begins.

JULY
1st: Early July, July and Full Summer
* sessions begin.
8th: Junior 2 session begins.
13th: Mid-July Banquet.
14th: Early July and Junior 2 
* sessions end.
15th: Junior 3 and Late July 
* sessions begin.
21st: Junior 3 session ends.
22nd: Junior 4 session begins.
27th: End of July Banquet
28th: Junior 4, Late July and July
* sessions end.
28th-30th: Community Weekend
29th: Community BBQ

31st: Junior 5, Early August and 
* August sessions begin.

AUGUST
6th: Junior 5 session ends.
7th: Junior 6 session begins.
12th: Mid-August Banquet.
13th: Junior 6 and Early 
* August sessions end.
14th: Late August 
* session begins.
14th-19th: Family Camp.
16th-19th: Family Camp 
* three-night option.
25th: Gourmet Dinner.
26th: Harvest Night.
27th: Camp ends.

SEPTEMBER
THIS MONTH: Summer 

* 2018 registration 
* opens online.

OCTOBER
THIS MONTH: Summer photos 
* online on Flickr.

NOVEMBER
THIS MONTH: Ottawa and Toronto
* Receptions, Early Registration
* Promotion Ends

Mark Your Calendars: 2017 Important Camp Dates
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E SINCERELY thank 
every person who 
contributes positively 
to Camp Wanapitei, 
both financially and 

through countless hours of 
volunteer time.

Bread for Harvest Gourmet 
Dinner at the Chateau
Handmade by Michelle Lattimore

Camper Bursary Donation 
of $1000
Mira Frieman and friends

Two-Week Camper Sponsorship
The Kapur Family (alumnus camper family)

$6000 for Canoes
Anonymous

Equipment Rentals and Site 
Upgrades
Allan “Vin” Norris

$50 in Services
Lawrence Donegan

Lumber and Tools
Maynard Snider

Silent Auction 
Bids and Direct 
Donations of 
$14235
Attendees of the 
Wanapitei 85th 
Anniversary 
Celebration

Wanapitei 
Camper Bursary 
Fund Cash 
Donation of $1430
Families who chose to donate the balance of 
their child ’s camp store account.  This money 
helped us support campers who would 
otherwise not attend camp for 
financial reasons.

Wanapitei  Camper Bursary Fund 
Direct Donation of $1720
Families who chose to donate to the Camper 
Bursary program at the time of registration.

Program Fee Contribution for a 
camper from Temagami 
First Nations
50% of fees for these campers are contributed 
by Temagami First Nations.

Camper Sponsorship for 19 
Wanapitei Campers
Taylor Statten Camping Bursary Fund

Partial Camper Sponsorship for 
Two Wanapitei Campers
Kids in Camp

Additional Contributions - tagMs
tagMs donated 25% of all sales from families 
who purchased clothing labels through their 
business to our bursary.

Dick Twain and Activity 
Centre Construction Team
Ted Moores, Hilary Heath, Don Mason, 
Debbie Baldwin, Ted Foy, Eric Hodgins, Vin 
Norris, Neil Demaria, Michael Heath.

With Our Heartfelt Thanks: This Year’s Donors
W

Happily Unplugged
... Continued from page 3

sorry I can’t hear you, please try our 
internet phone”. My entire life this 
crazy phone system has plagued the 
camp. Or has it? Yes it is the most 
frustrating aspect of life in the camp 
office but what could be worse... 
perhaps not having the freedom to be 

disconnected from city life?  Having to 
worry that our campers $600 phones 
are in their back pockets and that they 
may get wet? Having the sound of 
incoming text messages in our 
dining hall?
   Technology will reach our shores. 
Because parents have let us know that it 
is very important to them that we are 
unplugged, Wanapitei will continue 
watching how other camps are handling 
it and will be readying ourselves for 
the inevitable. 

   During the board meeting a few 
weeks after the 85th anniversary, we were 
glowing at the success of the event. We 
had a debrief and came up with a couple 
of things we would do for future events. 
One of the first things mentioned; we 
should have had a photographer to 
document such a powerful important 
event.  Lol, so true!  So this past 85th 
will have to live in our memories forever 
rather than our screens.  I can live 
with that.






